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On March 27, Daniel Lopez-
Acuna, former director of

healthcare in crisis situation
with the World Health
Organization (WHO) said the
number of people currently
affected by coronavirus is very,
probably “ten times”, higher
than the official confirmed
case, both in Spain and world-
wide.

Nearly two months ago,
when coronavirus spread was
in its midway stages, Lopez-
Acuna’s warning failed to cre-
ate any stir, both in Europe and
elsewhere. After all, a Spanish
citizen was speaking primari-
ly in the context of the Spanish
outbreak. Two months down
the line, the entire world is
haunted by the fear that the
number of actual cases could be
many time more than the
reported ones. The death count
could be equally manifold.

Various studies conducted
across the globe have shown
that only a fraction of the
infection and fatalities are being
detected due to inadequate
testing. This means the num-
ber of people who have been
quarantined is far less than
those out in the streets or fill-
ing up work places and spread-
ing the virus. 

These undetected “carriers”
may be the single biggest hur-
dle in preventing the spread of
coronavirus, more so in India,

where testing has been far less
than other equally affected
nations.

Take the case of the United
Kingdom, which has 2,57,154
cases till date. A study by the
researchers at Stanford
University estimated that the
virus kills 1.04 per cent of
affected patients in the United
Kingdom. Since on May 19, the
day the study was published,
the UK had reported 48,417
deaths, it is estimated that the
total infection stood at 4.65
million, nearly 19 times more

than the tally of 2,40,00 cases
on that day.

Similarly, researchers from
the University of Bonn have
said the number of coron-
avirus infections in Germany
could be 10 times higher than
currently thought.

The researchers tested 900
persons at Gangelt in
Heinsberg district in the west-
ern German state of North
Rhine-Westphalia. The finding
published on May 3 showed
that out of 900 persons from
404 households who were test-

ed, around 15 per cent were
found infected. This was five-
time higher than the number of
confirmed cases reported offi-
cially by the Robert Koch
Institut.

The infection rate corre-
sponded to fatality rate of 0.37
per cent. If this fatality rate is
applied on a national scale, it
would mean ten-time more
infection than the reported
ones in Germany.

Similarly, way back on
March 24 itself, a top Italian
Government official who head-

ed the agency collating the
Covid-19 data, confirmed that
the number of cases in the
country could be ten-time
higher.  “A ratio of one certified
case out of every 10 is credible,”
Angelo Borrelli, the head of the
Civil Protection Agency, told
La Repubblica newspaper.

Let us now take a look at
the US scenario. According to
the Worldometer --- the fore-
most global website that 24x7
tracks down the countrywide
number of new cases and fatal-
ities --- since a large number of
cases are asymptomatic and
that testing is sparse, only a
fraction of the infection is
detected. 

“The number of actual
cases is therefore estimated to
be at several multiples above
the number of reported cases.
The number of deaths also
tends to be underestimated, as
some patients are not hospi-
talised and not tested,” it said.

“If we base our calculation
(deaths/cases) on the number
of reported cases (rather than
on the actual ones), we will
greatly overestimate the fatal-
ity rate,” it said.

The Worldometer analysed
the data provided by New York
City, the New York State anti-
body study, and the excess
deaths analysis by the Centre
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and said
that the number of actual cases
is 10 times the number of con-
firmed cases.
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The States have agreed to
allow a limited number of

domestic flights operations
from Monday with several rid-
ers while West Bengal will
resume flight operation from
May 28. Maharashtra, which
has been unwilling to reopen its
airports for passenger flights
has agreed to allow 25 flights to
and from Mumbai on Monday
instead of proposed 250 flights.
West Bengal will allow flights
from Kolkata and Bagdogra
airports from May 28 instead of
May 25.

The Tamil Nadu
Government also allowed air
travel but mandates 14 days
home quarantine for passen-
gers and who don’t have facil-
ity for home quarantine will be
moved to institutional quar-
antine.

According to the Ministry
of Civil Aviation, Hyderabad
airport has agreed to allow 15
arrivals and 15 departure fights
while airports-Vizag and
Vijaywada in Andhra Pradesh
have agreed to resume flights
from May 26. Meanwhile,
pilots and first officers seem to
be concerned over lack of clar-
ity on 
quarantine requirements for
them.Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu
and West Bengal are home to
some of the busiest airports in
terms of passenger traffic.

According to Union Civil
Aviation Minister Hardeep
Singh Puri, it has been a long
day of hard negotiations with

various State Governments to
recommence civil aviation
operations. Except Andhra
Pradesh which will start on
May 26 and West Bengal on
May 28, domestic flights will
recommence across the coun-
try from Monday. “For Tamil
Nadu, there will be maximum
25 arrivals in Chennai but
there’s no limit on no. of depar-
tures. For other airports in
Tamil Nadu flights will operate
as in other parts of country,” the
Minister said.

Meanwhile, confusions
prevailed on Sunday as differ-
ent States imposed their own
set of conditions on reopening
airports. 

Many States like
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Bihar,
Punjab, Assam, Andhra
Pradesh, West Bengal and
Tamil Nadu were opposed to
opening up of their airports
and have announced their
respective quarantine measures
for passengers arriving at their
airports.
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Just a day before “Nautapa’,
beginning from May 25, the

maximum temperature of
Rajasthan’s Churu and
Ganganagar on Sunday record-
ed 47 degrees Celsius, hottest
in the country.  

Nautapa is considered
hottest days of the summer sea-
son when the sun enters into
the Rohini Nakshatra. The
next nine days beginning from
Monday, could be hottest days
of the season.

During Rohini Nakshara,
the distance between the sun
and the earth gets reduced
significantly resulting in days
and nights getting hotter than
the rest of summer months
comparatively. During this

period, maximum and mini-
mum temperatures soar
up.According to the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), the maximum tem-
peratures could soar up to 47
degrees Celsius while mini-
mum temperature could also
soar up to 25-28 degrees
Celsius in several parts of the
country.

The IMD on Sunday issued
a “red” warning for Delhi,
Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh
and Rajasthan for the next
two days. 

The IMD has also issued
an orange warning for heat-
wave for east Uttar Pradesh.
This is also for the first time
this summer season that a red
warning has been issued for
heatwave.
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Maharashtra on Sunday
crossed 50,000-mark,

reporting the highest-single day
coronavirus surge with Mumbai
recording 30,542 cases as States
of Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and
Delhi also followed it with high
spike in their coronavirus
counts. With the addition of
around 7,107 new cases and 156
deaths, the total coronavirus
cases in the country rose to
1,38,532 and death count
crossed 4,000. After today’s
spike India on Sunday pipped
Iran to emerge as the tenth worst
affected country in the world.

Maharashtra led all States
in the count of those infected
by the virus and crossed 50,231
numbers with 3,041 new cases.
The State recorded 58 new
deaths taking the total toll in
the State to 1,635.

Besides Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu recorded 765 rise
in the cases with total count of

16,277. With 8 new deaths,
total  toll in the State reached
112. Tamil Nadu Capital
Chennai itself has registered
total 10,582 cases with 587 new
cases and with six deaths on
Sunday the toll in the city has
reached at 81.

In view status of coron-
avirus cases in Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu and West Bengal,
the Governments there have
sought more time to resume
large-scale domestic flight ser-
vices in their respective States
on Monday. West Bengal wit-
nessed spike of 208 cases tak-
ing total number of affected
people  in the State to 3,667
with 272 casualties. The State
Capital Kolkata witnessed 52
new cases and total affected in

the city numbered 1,665 with
180 deaths.

Gujarat, among top three
States in the coronavirus count,
recorded a rise of 394 cases tak-

ing the total number of those
affected with the virus to
14,063 and 29 fresh deaths
taking toll figure in the State to
858. Delhi recorded total of

13,418 cases with 508 new
cases. With 30 new deaths on
Sunday , the National Capital
stood at 261 deaths as on
Sunday. Other States witness-
ing spike in cases include
Karnataka with 130 new cases
taking its count to 2,089 with
total 42 casualties, Bihar with
rise of 117 cases reaching the
count at 2,511 with 11 deaths
as on date.

Rajasthan witnessed 152
new cases with total count at
6,894 and 161 fatalities in the
State, while Madhya Pradesh
recorded 294 new cases for a
tally of 6,665 cases and 290
deaths. Odisha addition of 67
cases took the count of coron-
avirus affected to 1,336 with
seven deaths and Assam in the
North-East recorded six new
cases taking total number of
virus affected people to 353
with four casualties.

Assam Health Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma had ear-
lier claimed that return of
natives from southern and
western regions of India to the
Northeast region has led to a
sudden rise in Covid-19 posi-
tive cases, especially in Assam.

The Central Government
has claimed that around 50
lakh stranded migrant labour-
ers have reached their homes.
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The Union Health Ministry
on Sunday issued guide-

lines covering entire gamut of
travelling, including interna-
tional arrivals, domestic
flights,  train and bus for
inter-State travel making clear
that asymptomatic domestic
passengers will be allowed to
travel with a further rider that
on arrival they will need to go
for 14-day self-quarantine.

In case of international
arrivals  on the resumption of
flights, the travellers will have
to mandatorily check into an
institutional quarantine for
seven days at their own
expense followed by another
seven days of home isolation
while only asymptomatic pas-
sengers will be allowed to
board the flight, train or bus
for inter-State journey.

Specifying guidelines for
the international arrivals, the

Ministry said before board-
ing, all the travellers would
have to give an undertaking
that they would stick to the
above rule to ensure least
chances of Covid-19 trans-
mission.

However, exceptions will
be for cases related to those
in distress, pregnancy, death
in family, serious illness and
parents accompanied by chil-
dren below 10 years of age.
They will be asked to self-iso-
late at home for 14 days.

All international passen-
gers arriving would also be
advised to download Aarogya
Setu app on their mobile
devices. At the time of board-
ing the flight or ship, all the
asymptomatic travellers
would be allowed to board
after thermal screening. A list
of dos and don’ts would also
be provided along with the
ticket by the agencies they
were travelling with.

Also, self-declaration
form in duplicate shall be
filled by the person in the
flight or ship and a copy of
the same will be given to
Health and Immigration offi-
cials  present at  the
airport/seaport/landport
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Mercury peaked at 44.1
degree Celsius in Bhopal

on Sunday which was the high-
est day temperature of the sea-
son and night temperature
soared to 30 degree Celsius
making the night restless.

Heatwave conditions
gripped the state and the
regions which witnessed heat
wave conditions were Rewa,
Sidhi, Damoh, Chattarpur,
Khandwa, Khargone, Gwalior,
Datia and Guna.

Day temperatures contin-
ued to record at harsh levels.
Khajuraho, Nowgong,
Khargone and Gwalior record-
ed day temperature at 46 degree
Celsius.

The night temperatures
were also recorded at extreme
levels. Jabalpur, Tikamgarh,
Datia and Rajgarh recorded

night temperature above 30
degree Celsius. State capital
would record temperature
around same levels on Monday.

Warning of severe heat
wave conditions were issued by
Gwalior, Chambal, Rewa, Sagar
divisions and Shajapur,
Rajgarh, Raisen, Khandwa,
Khargone, Burhanpur,
Hoshangabad, Jabalpur and
Umaria districts.

The Met department told
that over the next 4 -5 days, due
to the prevailing dry north-
eastern winds prevailing in the
plains of north-west India and
central India, heat wave con-
ditions are likely to continue
continuously with extreme
intensity in the next two days.

The heatwave conditions
are expected to increase and
intense heat wave conditions
are likely to be witnessed in
some areas in Madhya Pradesh

during the next 4-5 days with
severe heat conditions.

During the next 3 -4 days,
day temperatures of central
India including Madhya
Pradesh and North West India
is expected to increase by 2-3
degree Celsius.

Dry weather in Madhya
Pradesh is likely to continue in
some areas and intense heat
conditions in some areas till
May 31.
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Archdiocese of Bhopal
extends Id- Ul - Fitr greet-

ings to all the  brothers and sis-
ters of the  Muslim
Community. Archbishop Leo
Cornelio said in his message,
“Eid is an universal festival of
brotherhood, bringing all the
citizen as one family. 

Let us unite ourselves in
prayer that  the obedience and
self denial may become the
source of divine fulfilment for
all humanity. 

He further  said that Eid
festival this year  has not loosen
its taste and flavour due to lock
down situation  but has
enhanced the solidarity and
oneness with corona victims
which  is  the highest form of
offering to the Almighty."

Fr Maria Stephen, the PRO
said, "Since the beginning of

history sacrifices and penances
were symbols of man’s self
offerings and obedience to
God.  While our Muslim broth-
ers celebrate the feast of their
month- long fast and has
become an act of self denial to
the lord.” For the Muslims, the
Denials days are days of con-
centration on Allah and on the
fellow Muslims. 

Ramadan is the name of
month in the Muslim Calendar
during which the obligatory
fast is kept by all Muslims, who
are able to fast. ‘Id-ul-Fitr’ is the
feast of breaking the fast at the
end of the month. 

The fast rise with the sun-
rise till sunset, When 30 days
of fast are over, between one
new moon and the next, the
fast is broken. The first day on
which food is taken is called
‘Id-ul-Fitr’, the feast of the
breaking of the fast.
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About 1.52 lakh students
are on the verge of becom-

ing doctors,  engineers,
lawyers, architects, business
managers etc by availing the
Mukhya Mantri Medhavi
Vidyarthi Yojana launched in
the academic session 2017-18
by Chief Minister Shri Shivraj
Singh Chouhan to remove the
financial difficulties obstruct-
ing the education of meritori-
ous students. 

The Government has
deposited tuition fees worth
�326 crore 69 lakh 85 thou-
sand of one lakh 52 thousand
278 students in the last three

academic sessions. This
scheme of giving complete
tuition fees for the education
of meritorious students has
been implemented for the first
time in the country only in
Madhya Pradesh. It is a
scheme in which all the stu-
dents of all classes can avail its
benefits on the basis of merit.

Under the scheme, pay-
ment of Rs 88 lakh 66 thou-
sand 671 of 22 IIM students,
�4 crore 36 lakh 59 thousand
993 to 325 students of IIT, NIT,
IIIT, IISER, NIFT SPA locat-
ed in Madhya Pradesh and �12
crore 23 lakh one thousand
701 to 1374 students of IIT,
NIT, IIIT, IISER, NIFT and
SPA located outside Madhya
Pradesh has been made.

Similarly, payment of
tuition fees of �187 crore 41
thousand 460 to 2832 students
of Medical (NEET), �21 crore
13 lakh 36 thousand 892 to
3329 students of Technical
Education, �5 crore 74 lakh 10
thousand 534 to 328 students

of CLAT-NLIU, � 3 crore 59
lakh 70 thousand 724 to 251
students of private colleges
outside Madhya Pradesh on
the basis of JEE rank, �73 crore
38 lakh 79 thousand 774 to
�one lakh 38 thousand 790
students in Higher Education
and �18 crore 35 lakh 17
thousand 358 to 5027 students
of other courses has been
made by the Government.

It may be noted that under
the Mukhya Mantri Medhavi
Vidyarthi Yojana, those
bonafide students of Madhya
Pradesh, who have passed
with 70 per cent in the Board
of Secondary Education
Bhopal Class XIIth examina-
tion or with 85 per cent or
more in the Class XIIth exam-
ination of CBSE / ISCSI can
avail benefits. 

The annual income of the
parents of the students should
be less than�6 lakhs. The
entire tuition fee of these stu-
dents is deposited by the
Government.
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Grocery goods and general
goods turned into ashes

after a massive fire broke out at
godown of Apoorti Super mar-
ket at Govindpura Industrial
area in the morning on Sunday.

The godown of Apoorti
Super market was gutted in fire
due to short circuit borne fire
in the early morning hours and
locals informed fire brigade
and it took over four hours to
pacify the fire.

The fire which broke out
around 6 am was pacified at 12
pm by around 12 fire tender
vehicles. The walls of the
godown were broken for paci-
fying the fire.

Panic prevailed in the area
after the fire broke out and gro-
cery goods, cosmetics, gar-
ments and other goods were
gutted in fire. The fire took
massive shape after the cook-
ing oil canes caught fire. Fire

Officer Rameshwar Neel said
that around 12 fire tender
vehicles were pressed into ser-
vice which took around four
hours to control and pacify the
fire completely. The fire was
controlled before it could dam-
age the nearby factories and
manufacturing units.There
were two fire extinguishers at
the godown which were also
damaged. Three workers use to

work at the godown but at the
time of the fire no one was pre-
sent.

On Sunday at around 6 in
the morning fire broke out at
the godown which spread
rapidly and oil and grocery
goods were gutted in the fire.
In the fire along with the gro-
cery, office and shed build to
keep goods was were also gut-
ted in the massive fire.
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Governor Lalji Tandon,
Chief Minister Shivraj

Singh Chouhan and his cabi-
net colleagues have greeted
people of Madhya Pradesh on
the occasion of Id-ul-Fitr.

In his message, Governor
Lalji Tandon said that the Eid
festival, besides strengthening
peace unity and brotherhood
in the society gives inspiration
to help and share pains of
poor and destitute. She has
prayed for the happiness and
prosperity of the people of the
state on this occasion.

Extending greetings to the
people specially those of
Muslim community on the
occasion of Eid, the Chief
Minister said that after the
sacred month of holy prayer,
the celebration of Eid brings
joy and happiness. He prayed
Almighty for peace and pros-
perity in the state. Let the

happiness of Eid stay on for-
ever, he added.Health and
Home Minister Narottam
Mishra has extended greetings
to the people of the state on
Eid.

In his message Sharma
said that the festival of Eid will
usher harmony and prosper-
ity in the state. People of the
state will give their valuable
contribution towards the
progress of the state to make
it a leading state. Water
Resources Minister Tulsi
Silawat, greeting the people on
Eid said the Holy Quran
emphasises on belief, prayer,
charity and good deeds.

“Let us resolve to pro-
mote brotherhood, unity,
peace, love and compassion
and join hands to create a har-
monious world,” he added. He
further said that people
should pledge to improve
world peace, prosperity and
religious amity.
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A30-year-old woman was
allegedly sexually exploited

on the promise of marriage at
Vidhya Nagar under
Baghsewania police station
area; a complaint was lodged by
victim on Thursday.

According to the police, the
victim was sexually assaulted by
the accused Santosh Pandey in
the name of marrying her and
few days ago he refused and
started to threaten her of
life.Based on the complaint
police have registered a case
under section 376 of the IPC
and started investigation. 

The victim came into con-
tact with the accused few years
ago and later she became friend
with the accused.In the com-
plaint victim claimed that the
accused developed relationship
with the victim and later offered

her to marry. He continued to
sexually exploit and lured her of
marriage. After few months
when she asked for marriage
the accused used to escape
with excuses. Later the accused
refused to marry her and start-
ed to threaten her of life.

After the preliminary inves-
tigation police have registered
case against the accused and
started search for the accused.
The details of the accused
would be investigated in the
further investigation.

Based on the details police
have started search for the
accused who went absconding
after the victim lodged com-
plaint and case was registered
by police.The victim has pro-
vided mobile number of the
accused which he used to
threaten the victim and based
on the details he would be
searched.
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Consumer organisations and
public health experts have

made a strong plea to the
Madhya Pradesh government
to continue its ban on sale and
use of tobacco products and
spitting in public places, saying
such a step is imperative to pre-
vent the spread of coronavirus
pandemic in the state. 

While reiterating the
necessity for this ban, they
referred to a recent appeal
made by Union Health &
Family Welfare Minister Harsh
Vardhan to all state health
ministers, asking them to ban
the sale and use of smokeless
tobacco products and spitting
in their states. In his letter to
the Health Ministers Harsh
Vardhan talked about tobacco

use being a major threat to
public health globally.
Smokeless tobacco users have
a tendency to spit in public
places or otherwise and there-
fore, increase health risks, espe-
cially those of spreading infec-
tious and contagious diseases
like COVID-19, tuberculosis,
swine flu, encephalitis etc.

The use of smokeless
tobacco also creates unhygien-
ic environment which further
spreads the diseases. Large
gatherings at the retail outlets,
where smokeless tobacco prod-
ucts are sold, also pose the risk
of spread of COVID-19, he
stated in the letter.While appre-
ciating the efforts of the
Jharkhand and Rajasthan gov-
ernments for completely ban-
ning the sale of tobacco prod-
ucts and spitting in public

places, he urged Madhya
Pradesh Health Minister
Narottam Mishra to take sim-
ilar measures and also create
widespread awareness regard-
ing harms of spitting in public
places. 

Earlier, the Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare had
issued directions to all states
and Union Territories to pro-
hibit the use and spitting of
chewing tobacco like gutka,
khaini, paan masala and areca
nut (supari) products in pub-
lic places to prevent the coro-
navirus spread. 

The guidelines issued by
Ministry of Home Affairs also
stipulate that spitting in public
places shall be punishable with
fine and consumption of pan,
gutka and tobacco etc in pub-
lic places is not allowed.
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Avideo of two policemen
beating up a man merci-

lessly with sticks went viral on
social media on Saturday. It was
mentioned in the video that it
belonged to Chhindwara.

Later, when the police
investigated it, it emerged that
the incident happened over a
week ago in Chhindwara in
Madhya Pradesh.

A senior police officer in
Chhindwara talking to the
media persons on the video
claimed that the incident took
place 8-10 days ago under
chowki Pipla Narayanwar
under Kumbhakheda police
station.

In the video, head consta-
ble Krishna Dongre and con-
stable Abhishek are seen using

force on a drunk man, the
senior cop added.On the direc-
tives of SP, the two policemen
have been attached to police
line and a probe has been
ordered under an officer of
SDOP rank.

The officer claimed that it
was reported that the man was
creating ruckus and police-
men had even gone to drop
him at home.

Further action will be
taken as facts emerge in probe,
he added denying that any
case was lodged against man
for lockdown violation.
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A42-year-old man died who
was injured after his

motorbike met accident in
Bilkharia on May 13; deceased
skid with his bike and died
during treatment at AIIMS
Bhopal.

According to the police, an
injured man who were severe-
ly injured after his motorbike
skid was rushed to hospital
and later he died during treat-
ment. The deceased was iden-
tified as Bundela Singh and
used to deal in agriculture
work.

Police said that the acci-
dent took place when Bundela
was on his way to home on
May 13 at around 9 pm when
he met accident which proved

fatal for him.Police were
informed and after prelimi-
nary investigation the body
was sent for the post mortem.
The police have registered a
case under section 174 of the
CrPC and have started further
investigation.The motorbike
skid and Bundela’s head hit the
ground in which he sustained
serious head injuries and was
rushed to a hospital. 

On May 14 he was taken
to Anantshreee an later he was
referred to AIIMS Bhopal
where after nine days of treat-
ment he succumbed to the
injuries while undergoing
treatment on Saturday.

Meanwhile, a 48-year-man
died after he met accident at
Bhensakhedi under Khajuri
police station area on Saturday.

Police said that an injured
man was rushed to a nearby
hospital where he died during
treatment. The deceased iden-
tified as Shiv Nath was on his
way to work riding on his bike
when he met accident.

The police was informed
and on the receipt a police
team reached the spot and
started investigation. The body
was sent for the post mortem.
Police said that the deceased
used to work as maintenance
worker and used to live in
Budhakheda.  

After the preliminary
investigation police have reg-
istered a case under section
174 of the CrPC and started
further investigation. The bike
was hit by speeding vehicle or
not would be investigated.
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Due to global pandemic
Corona, this time the

Government had to imple-
ment lockdown, but the hard
work and the spirit of the
farmers of the State was the
highest this time. This is the
reason that this time in the
history of Madhya Pradesh,
the highest number of wheat
purchases was recorded. 

In terms of wheat pro-
curement, Madhya Pradesh is
second in the country after
Punjab. Even in this wide-
spread crisis, till May 20,
19.52 lakh farmers registered
for the sale of wheat, which is
the highest in the last five
years. 

At the same time, there
was an encouraging growth
even when registered farmers
reached the procurement cen-

ters. Last year, out of 19.81
lakh registered farmers, 9.66
lakh ie 49 per cent farmers
had actually sold their crop by
going to the procurement
centers, but by May 20 this
year 13.87 farmers ie71 per
cent of 19.52 lakh farmers
went to the procurement cen-
ter themselves and sold the
crop. 

This time, other means
such as sale deeds and private
procurement centers were
also arranged for the farmers
to sell their crops,

but due to the strong
arrangement and other ser-
vices provided by the State
Government at the procure-
ment centers, the farmers vis-
ited their procurement cen-
ters on priority for crop deal.

During the same period
last year, 73.65 lakh metric
tonnes of wheat was pro-

cured from the farmers of the
state, but this time 110 lakh
metric tonnes have been pro-
cured from 15 lakh farmers so

far. There are still a few days
left to complete the month of
May. In such a situation, this
record of earning will cer-
tainly be stronger, which will
set a record in itself. 

Along with the purchase,
the farmers are also being
paid as soon as possible. Total
12,000 crore has been paid to
12 lakh farmers against wheat
procured in support price till
May 22. 

Proper arrangements for
storage have also been made
by the Government; now 85
percent of the wheat pro-
cured has been transported
and stored safely.

The process of procure-
ment and payment is going on
continuously, according to
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chauhan, every grain of their
produce will be purchased
from farmers of the state.
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Angered over scolding by
parents over recharging of

mobile phone balance a 16-
year-old boy committed suicide
by hanging with the ceiling at
his residence located near
Vishwakarma Mandir under
Baghsewania police station
area; family was facing finan-
cial problem due to which
they were not able to provide
money.Police said that in the
initial investigation, it was
found that the deceased Neeraj
was scolded by his parents
after which he took the extreme
step.

The deceased used to
spend too much time using
mobile phone and his parents
used to instruct to stay away
from mobile phone. Few days
ago balance of his mobile
phone exhausted and he was
demanding to recharge.

On Friday when Neeraj
asked for the recharge of
mobile phone his parents
scolded as they were facing
financial problem and failed to
provide him money for
recharging mobile phone.  

After Neeraj was found
hanging he was rushed to a
nearby hospital where he was
declared dead on arrival. The
police have registered a case
under section 174 of the CrPC
and have started further inves-
tigation.Parents of the deceased
work as labour and were in
poor shape after the lockdown
was imposed due to no work
for the past two months.

Meanwhile, a 30-year-old
man committed suicide by
hanging with the ceiling at his
house at Rishi Nagar under
Habibganj police station area
on Saturday.Police said that the
deceased Rakesh Patwa com-
mitted suicide at his house. In
the initial investigation the
wife told police that deceased
was not having work he used to
work as labour.
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Punjab Health Department
on Sunday, issuing detailed

advisory for maintaining of
hygiene and sanitization of
barber shops or hair-cut
saloons during the COVID-19
pandemic, has asked the shop
owners to ensure there would
be no overcrowding.

Department’s spokesper-
son said that shop owners
would have to ensure that any
staff member, having symp-
toms of COVID-19 (like fever,
dry cough, breathing difficul-
ty, etc), is not engaged at work
and stays at home on sick
medical advice. Similarly, no
client having such symptoms
should be attended.

“All clients should be asked
to avail services unaccompanied
unless necessary (such as parent

or guardian). It should be
ensured by the owners that there
is no unnecessary crowding bar-
ber shops/hair cut saloons,” the
spokesperson added.

Spokesperson said that the
clients must use the mask to
extent possible while availing
services, while the owners and
staff working in such shops will
mandatorily use mask.

“All guidelines related to
prevention of COVID-19 like
frequent hand washing (with
soap and water or alcohol
based hand sanitizer), main-
taining a physical distance of
one meter, following respira-
tory hygiene, keeping a watch
over disease symptoms, no
spitting in public etc must be
complied with during the inter-
personal dealing of clients and
staff, the advisory stipulates,”
said the spokesperson.

In addition, the shop own-
ers should encourage the cus-
tomers to use the digital pay-
ment mode as much as possi-
ble. In case cash transaction is
used, the shopkeeper, staff and
clients shall sanitize their hands
immediately before and after
cash transaction.

Regarding proper clean-
ing at shops, indoor areas
including service rooms, wait-
ing areas, workstations etc
should be cleaned preferably
every two-three hours. Floors
should be cleaned with one
percent Sodium Hypochlorite
or equivalent commercial dis-
infectant. Furniture and fre-
quently touched surfaces and
articles should be regularly
cleaned or sanitized.

“Tools (scissors, razors,
combs, styling tools) should be
wiped with one percent

Sodium Hypochlorite after
every use.  Robes, towels and
related items should be clean
and regularly washed robes,
towels etc, and should not be
reused for multiple clients,”
added the spokesperson.

PUNJAB DEVISES TECH-
NOLOGY SOLUTIONS TO
PROVIDE CITIZEN-CEN-
TRIC SERVICES DURING
LOCKDOWN

Punjab Government’s
Department of Governance
Reforms and Public Grievances
(DGR&PG) has been proac-
tively engaged in providing
technology solutions to the
Punjab Government amid
unprecedented COVID-19
pandemic.

The Department devel-
oped solutions to manage,
share and analyze data as well

as to provide seamless essential
citizen-centric services effica-
ciously during the lockdown,”
said the state Additional Chief
Secretary (ACS), Governance
Reforms and Public
Grievances, Vini Mahajan on
Sunday.

She said that that the IT
team, under the supervision of
e-Governance CEO Ravi
Bhagat and DGR&PG director
Parminder Pal Singh had been
tasked to build and implement
technology solutions to help
the State Government in this
difficult phase.

“The entire team worked
relentlessly to develop these
unique solutions through its
dedicated and innovative
approach. The teams built and
launched the COVA App in
March 2020 which has 23 lakh
downloads till date, to track the

spread of the pandemic, geo tag
patients to identify clusters, geo
fence quarantined individuals
and provide citizen services
before any other Government
or organization had launch a
similar solution,” said Mahajan.

She said that as many as 11
States requested for access to
admin logins to the COVA App
and Dashboard such that they
could use the features of the
application to manage services
in their respective States as well.

“Partnering with multiple
agencies, start-ups and orga-
nizations who were willing to
provide pro bono support to
the Department, the IT team
has implemented several dash-
boards for data collection and
integration including for reg-
istration of migrant workers,
registration of citizens willing
to come back to or leave Punjab

among others,” she added.
This team has been con-

sistently offering IT support to
the Departments of Health
and Family Welfare and
Medical Education and
Research, State COVID-19
Control Room as well as to the
Punjab Mandi Board.

PBTI OFFERS 15% DIS-
COUNT ON TESTING OF
AGRI-PRODUCTS TO PUN-
JAB-BASED EXPORTERS

To boost export of agri-
products amid COVID-19
restrictions, Punjab
Biotechnology Incubator
(PBTI) has approved a flat 15
percent discount on all product
testing facilities in PBTI facili-
ty for registered Punjab-based
exporters besides introducing
special packages to further sup-
port the exporter community.

Notably, PBTI is providing
testing services such as Residue
Analysis, Microbial Analysis,
Adulterants and Food Additive
analysis, which form an impor-
tant part of stringent export
guidelines of international loca-
tions such as European Union.

“Major exports from the
State during the lockdown
period are rice, honey, milk and
milk products to key markets
such as European Union, UK
and UAE and the relief extend-
ed by the Incubator would be
immensely beneficial for all
agri and food exporters,” said
the spokesperson.

PBTI labs have also facili-
tated the Punjab exporters of
essential goods during the
lockdown to ensure uninter-
rupted supply of their goods
due to increased demand from
European countries.
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With 53 fresh coronavirus
cases in Haryana on

Sunday, the total tally now
stood at 1184.  The state has
so far  reported 16
Coronavirus related fatali-
ties.

“Out of 53 fresh cases, 14
were reported from
Faridabad, 9 from Gururgam,
8 from Karnal, 7 from Hisar
5 each from Sonepat and
Rewari, 2 from Jhajjar and
one each from Panipat ,
Rohtak, Kaithal,” according to
the state Health Department’s
evening bulletin.

The total active Covid-19
patients in the state are 403
while 765 patients have been
cured and discharged from
hospitals, as per the state’s
health bulletin.

The worst-affected dis-
tricts of the state with the
maximum number of positive
cases are Gurugram with 271
cases, Faridabad with 209
cases and Sonepat with 159. 

As many as 97006 sam-
ples have been tested so far, of
which 591138 have tested
negative in Har yana.
However, the report of 4648
samples is awaited, the bul-
letin stated. 

The Covid-19 positive
rate stood at 1.28 percent,
recovery rate at 64.61 percent
and doubling rate of
Coronavirus cases at 18 days
on Sunday in Haryana, it
stated. A day before, as many
as 21 of the 73 Haryana
natives deported from the
United States were tested pos-
itive for Coronavirus. These
73 people, who were part of a
group of over 160 Indians
who had landed at Amritsar
International Airport by a
special flight on May 17, were
brought to Panchkula on May
19. 

Since then, they had been
quarantined at various hotels
and Dharamshalas, as per the
quarantine protocol of foreign
returnees.  Meanwhile, more
than 50.17 lakh persons have
so far downloaded Aarogya
Setu App in Haryana.

ONE DEATH, 5 FRESH
CASES IN PUNJAB

One more Covid-19
patient succumbed to death in
Punjab with the state’s death
reaching 40. The state also
recorded 15 fresh cases taking
the tally to 2,060, of which
only 122 are active cases. 

The Covid-19 death was
reported from Amritsar
where a 60-year-old man,
resident of Katra Dullo area,
died on late Saturday evening.
The victim, who was report-
edly on ventilator at Amritsar
hospital, had tested positive
for Covid-19 on May 21. The
official maintained that his
wife and two sons have also
tested positive for coronavirus

a day before. 
As per the health bulletin,

out of total 15 new cases,
seven were reported from
Pathankot,  four from
Hoshiarpur,  two from
Gurdaspur and one each from
Amritsar and Jalandhar. 

“Amritsar case is detected
after the person reported at
the hospital by himself.
Another ‘self reported’ case
was reported from Pathankot,
which reported total seven
caes on Sunday. The remain-
ing six cases were the “con-
tacts” of the already positive
case,” said the official.

Even as Jalandhar report-
ed a new case, the remaining
cases reported on Sunday
were the contacts of positive
cases. Total 28 coronavirus
patients were discharged from
dif ferent hospitals  of
Ludhiana (18),  Fazi lka
(three), SBS Nagar, Mansa,
Patiala  (two each) and
Faridkot (one), taking the
state’s tally of cured patients
t o
1,898.

Amritsar continued to
top the Covid-19 tally in the
State with 319 coronavirus
cases, followed by 214 in
Jalandhar, 173 in Ludhiana,
153 in Tarn Taran, 132 in
Gurdaspur, 105 in SBS Nagar,
107 in Patiala, 102 in Mohali,
106 in Hoshiarpur, 88 in
Sangrur, 66 in Muktsar, 61 in
Faridkot, 60 in Rupnagar, 59
in Moga, 57 in Fatehgarh
Sahib, 44 each in Fazilka and
Ferozepur, 42 in Bathinda, 39
in Pathankot,  35 in
Kapurthala, 32 in Mansa and
22 in Barnala, it said.  As per
the bulletin, one patient is
critical and on ventilator sup-
port.Of the total 66,142 sam-
ples tested so far, 60,114 sam-
ples were tested negative and
reports of 3,968 samples are
still awaited.
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Capt tweets…

Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on

Sunday tweeted about the
improving numbers in the State
under the State Government’s
‘Mission Fateh’, while at the
same time, asked the people to
keep their guard up.  “Punjab
has shown tremendous
improvement, thanks to efforts
of all Punjabis and our
#CoronaWarriors. Our dou-
bling rate is at 98 days and we
have far less cases as compared
to rest of India. Our testing
capacity has also been ramped
up. But we cannot let our
guard down. #MissionFateh,”
he tweeted.
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Asserting that it was Punjab
Government’s duty to

ensure that all migrants keen to
go back home return to their
native States safely, Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh on Sunday directed the
Deputy Commissioners and
district Police chiefs to ensure
that no migrant is forced to
walk home to any other State
in the country, or to remain
hungry while in Punjab.

“Any migrant found walk-
ing on the road should be
transported by bus by the police
to the nearest place from where
he can board a train or bus to
his native State,” the Chief
Minister directed the DCs and
the police officials, even as the
300th Special Shramik Train left
the State carrying migrants to
Uttar Pradesh. Till they leave
Punjab, they should be provid-
ed food and water, he further
directed the officers.

Urging the migrants not to
panic, the Chief Minister
assured that the State
Government would make sure
that every single migrant, who
is keen to return home, is
assisted by the State, with
arrangements for their free
travel and food.

Underlining the State’s
commitment to “look after
every person in distress”, Capt
Amarinder described the
migrants as “our fellow Indians
who contribute to the State and
its economy”.

“Punjab is your karma-
bhoomi, even if it is not your
janam-bhoomi,” said the Chief
Minister to the migrants,
appealing to them not to try to
undertake arduous journey by
foot to their native place as the
State Government is making all
necessary arrangements for
their travel by trains or buses.

The Chief Minister said that
more than 10 lakh persons have
registered on the State portal for
outbound movement from

Punjab. The State Government
has undertaken a massive vali-
dation exercise of all registered
persons by making individual
phone calls to re-ascertain
whether or not they are keen to
return to their native States.

“This is being done in
view of the fact that, in the past
three-four days, around two-
thirds of the industrial units in
the State have commenced
operations after the easing of
restrictions, following which
the number of persons keen to
travel out of Punjab has
reduced considerably,” he said,
terming it a welcome sign.

However, the State
Government would continue to
ply trains to the concerned
States till such time persons
evince desire to return home,
said Capt Amarinder, adding
that the State Government has
had already paid �20 crore to
Railways for free travel of
migrant workers to their
respective States following its
decision in April-end to pro-
vide free travel and food for all
the migrant workers keen to
return to their respective States.

The Chief Minister shared
that the 300th Special Shramik
train on Sunday departed from
Patiala for Uttar Pradesh at 5
pm. By Sunday night, 311
Special Shramik trains carrying
more than 3.90 lakh passengers
would have been sent from dif-
ferent districts of Punjab to var-
ious States of India, including
States of southern India and the
North-East.

In addition, migrant work-
ers are also being transported
free of charge from their homes

to the railway stations by gov-
ernment buses across the State.
Punjab has also sent State
Transport buses to drop migrant
workers to districts of western
Uttar Pradesh without any
charge to the migrants. 

“Punjab’s officers, both in
the State headquarters as well as
in the districts, have done a
commendable job in facilitating
this organised movement of
migrants,” said the Chief

Minister.At the same time, the
State Government is also facil-
itating Punjabis stranded in
other states to return to Punjab,
including providing financial
assistance for travel, wherever
necessary.

Capt Amarinder, however,
expressed the hope that “all
State Governments will abide
by their responsibility of trans-
porting our persons stranded
in other States”.“I have already

written to all concerned Chief
Ministers in this regard. Punjab
is the motherland of all Punjabis
and it is our duty to bring them
back to the State,” said Capt
Amarinder.

Allaying concerns on this
count amid fears of Covid-19,
Capt Amarinder said that clear
protocols are in place for quar-
antine and testing of such trav-
elers, to check further spread of
the virus in the State.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal on Sunday

said that due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the State
Government daily runs spe-
cial shramik trains from the
various railway stations of
the state to help migrant
labourers return to their home
states.

In the same series, five
special shramik trains depart-
ed from Haryana on Sunday.
About 3200 migrant labour-
ers have been sent from
Bhiwani to Katihar and Araria
(Bihar) in two trains.
Similarly, three trains depart-
ed from Yamumanagar car-
rying 4600 migrant labourers
to Barauni, Muzaffarpur and
Katihar (Bihar), the Chief
Minister said.

He said that despite diver-
sity, the people of India are
united and with this senti-
ment and thought, Haryana

Government has started send-
ing labourers stranded in
lockdown and labourers who
were willing to return to their
home states free of cost.The
Chief Minister said that all
Indians living in any part of
the country are one and it is
the joint responsibility of all
to alleviate their sufferings, he
added.

Two shramik trains
depart from Bhiwani for
Katihar and Araria (Bihar)

3200 migrant labourers
left for Bihar from Bhiwani. A
special shramik Train left
from Bhiwani for Araria at 4
pm and Katihar at 5 pm with
1600 migrant labourers each.
1360 migrant labourers from
Bhiwani, 141 from Narnaul
and 99 labourers from Dadri
boarded the train. Similarly,
for Katihar, 1300 migrant
labourers boarded from
Fatehabad and 300 migrant
laborers from Hisar district.
There were 22 children on this

train as well.Three shramik
trains depart from
Yamunanagar to Barauni,
Muzaffarpur and Katihar
(Bihar)About 4600 migrant
labourers have been sent from
Yamunanagar to their home
state Bihar through three
shramik trains. 

The first shramik trains
from Jagadhri-Yamunanagar
railway station left for Barauni
(Bihar) carrying about 1550
migrant labourers.Haryana
Education Minister, Kanwar
Pal who was present on this
occasion along with other
dignitaries said that this train
will go from here directly to
Barauni (Bihar) and will not
halt anywhere on the way. He
appealed to the migrant
labourers to remain in the
shelter homes to prevent the
spread of Covid-19. He said
that most of the migrant
labourers who are being sent
by train came here from
Punjab on foot or on bicycles

and the State Government
provided all facilities to them
in the shelter homes and now
they are returning to their
home states.  After this, two
shramik trains departed for
Muzaffarpur and Katihar
(Bihar) from Yamunanagar.
Migrant labourers from 10 to
12 districts of Bihar state
have been sent to their home
state in these trains.

A train left for Barauni
(Bihar) from Yamunanagar-
Jagadhri railway station at
12.15 pm while the second
shramik train left for
Muzaffarpur (Bihar) at 4.20
pm and the third departed for
Katihar (Bihar) after 6 pm.
Migrant labourers from
Katihar, Barauni,
Muzaffarpur, Madhepura,
Champaran, Motihari,
Nawada, Mahuva, Sipol,
Munger, Saharsa, Bettiah and
other districts in Bihar have
returned to their homes on
these special shramik trains.
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With Punjab industries
gradually oiling its

machinery to go full throttle
amidst the Covid-19 scare,
about 50 percent of the migrant
labourers, who have registered
at the state’s web portal to
return to their native towns,
have decided to stay back.

Every day, the number of
migrants going back to their
home towns, via trains or
buses, is “thinning”, while still
many others wanted to return
to their native places.

The state has a migrant
population of around 13 lakhs,
of which the Government has,
so far, facilitated the return of
3.95 lakh migrants through
more than 300 special trains,
with maximum from Bihar,
and majority going to Bihar
and Uttar Pradesh.

During his Facebook Live
programme ‘#AskCaptain’ a
day before, the Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh had
also pointed that nearly half of
those migrants who had
applied for online registration
had willingly decided to stay
back, and had also started
working in the industry.

The Chief Minister had

also thanked the labourers who
had chosen to stay back and
contribute to Punjab’s eco-
nomic strength, adding that
“this is your state and you are
part of it”.

Notably, out of the total
2.56 lakh industries in the
State, 1.5 lakh have already
resumed operations as of now.

Describing the trend as
“the sign of normalcy return-
ing”, Mohali Deputy
Commissioner Girish Dayalan
said that the train, which left
the Mohali Railway Station for
Motihari Station in Bihar on
Sunday, saw only 866 migrant
workers going back to their
home State.

Dayalan said that earlier
the number of migrant work-
ers making a return to home
states from the district varied
between1300-1600 on average
but owing to the opening up of
the industrial sector and allow-
ing of the construction activi-
ties, a large of migrant popu-
lation is choosing to stay back.

Supporting his argument,
Dayalan said that till date, out of
more than 55,000 migrants con-
tacted, less than half, that is only
26,239, have gone back which
brings out the fact that the drop
off rate is on the increase.

At the same time, the
Deputy Commissioner
appealed that all the migrant
workers who want to stay back,
are most welcome to do so
while those who still want to go
back to their home states,
would be sent at the earliest.

Meanwhile, the state Nodal
Officer for facilitating migrants
return Vikas Pratap said that
with 300th train leaving from
Patiala on Sunday evening,
Punjab Government has facil-
itated return of more than 3.95
lakh migrant workers to their
home states.

“Total 23 trains are run-
ning today taking total number
to 311, making Punjab one of
the top performing States in
this regard. The State
Government has spent Rs 21.8
crores till now in form of cost
of these operations,” he added.

Pratap said that out of total
311, maximum trains (204)
have gone to Uttar Pradesh,
with another 82 taking
migrants to Bihar, followed by
nine to Jharkhand, seven to
Madhya Pradesh and two to
Chhatisgarh and West Bengal.
One train each has gone to
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Manipur, Tamil Nadu and
Uttrakhand.
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MP Housing Board has again
started the ongoing con-

struction works in Indore district
worth �200 crore. 

The major Housing board pro-
jects which are under construction
are Rainbow towers at
Snehlataganj which are 15 storey
commercial and residential towers
which has hundreds of shops and
3 and 4 BHK flats. 

Besides this extension of wards
in MY hospital Indore so that 280
beds more for the patients can be
increased in M Y hospital.

Besides this construction of
new ITI  college pardeshipura
Indore so that new branches can
be started for students and con-
struction of Mhow tehsil and pub-
lic residential colony at Mhow. 

Deputy Commissioner hous-
ing board Indore division
Yashwant Kumar Dohare told The
Pioneer that due this on going
lockdown the construction activ-
ity in Indore division came to halt
but 

now after the government
order the construction activity
has started again and now the
labourers are coming back on
construction sites but due to social
distancing we have to engage very
limited labour and face mask and
2 meter distance between the
workers at the construction site is
must. 

The  MP housing board  rev-
enue generation has gone to very
low level in this lockdown as no
installment and tax has been
deposit by public and users.
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At least seven flights will ferry pas-
sengers from Birsa Munda

Airport in Ranchi to New Delhi,
Bangalore and Hyderabad on
Monday after a lull of two months,
officials from the Ranchi Airport said
on Sunday. However, the schedule
was likely to undergo changes as
some states are not in favour of
resuming domestic flights and some
airline companies have decided to
delay the resumption of services, they

added.“As per the latest information
received from AAI (Airport
Authority of India) and private air-
line companies, around seven flights
will ferry passengers to Hyderabad,
Delhi and Bangalore on Monday,”
said Airport Director Vinod Sharma.

“Earlier, we were supposed to get
nine flights on Monday, but two of

them got cancelled,” he added.Private
airline companies Indigo, AirAsia
and GoAir will resume services at the
Ranchi Airport on Monday. Air
India, which was scheduled to fly

from Birsa Munda Airport here on
Monday, has decided to resume ser-
vices from June 1, sources from the
Ranchi airport said. 

A flight to Mumbai was also
scheduled for Monday, but it had to
be cancelled as Maharashtra
Government decided against resum-
ing domestic flight services, they
added. “By 6.30pm on Sunday, seven
flights to three cities – Delhi,
Hyderabad and Bangalore – were
confirmed. Further changes in the
schedule may occur by tomorrow

morning,” said the Airport Director.
The Airport, he said, was ready with
all the arrangements for maintaining
social distancing and following the
guidelines issued by the AAI.  

"We have all the equipment and
manpower ready to follow the rules,"
said Sharma.The AAI, which has
control over most of the airports
across India and takes decisions
regarding domestic air connectivity,
has issued elaborate and strict guide-
lines in order to prevent transmission
of COVID-19 virus during air trav-

el. As per AAI's SOP, all passengers
have to wear masks and gloves while
traveling. Passengers above 14 years
of age should also download the
Government's Aarogya Setu App, 

and the ones who do not show
a green signal in the app will not be
allowed in the airport.Besides, all
passengers will have to undergo
thermal screening at the airports and
get trolley facility only on special
demand, AAI's SOP said. All mats
will be soaked in bleaching powder
and all baggages will be sanitised, it

added. Many airport staff will also
have to wear PPE kits and the staff
at restaurants and shops will have to
wear masks.

Besides, regular announcements
about social distancing will be made
in airports across India.All passen-
ger flights to and from Ranchi have
remained suspended since March 24
in the wake of COVID-19 pandem-
ic – a preventive measure that has
cost airline companies, airport
authority and even third party tick-
et booking apps dearly, sources said. 
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The Congress on Sunday
demanded a judicial probe

into the use of a ventilator on
Covid-19 patients in Gujarat
that, it said, has not been
approved by the DCGI. It
alleged the mortality rate was
highest at the hospital where
these machines were installed.
The party alleged that the low
vulnerable quality ventilators
were provided under CSR
funds by the same businessman
who had donated the �11-lakh
suit worn by Modi during the
visit of the then US President
Barrack Obama.

The Congress also lashed
out at the Gujarat Government
over the State’s alleged "sick
healthcare system" and target-
ed Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Union Home
Minister Amit Shah on the
issue.

The party said almost six
weeks after Dhaman-1 venti-
lators were installed at
Ahmedabad Civil Hospital on
April 4, doctors there sought
more ventilators claiming these
machines did not work on
patients and were not capable.

Congress spokesperson
Pawan Khera alleged the
machines were donated under
CSR funds by a company in
which a Surat-based business-
man, who donated the mono-
grammed suit to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi which
was worn by him during for-
mer US President Barack
Obama’s visit to India, has a
stake.

The Dhaman-1 ventilator
has been developed by Rajkot-
based firm Jyoti CNC which
“donated” 866 of them to the
State Government last month
in view of acute shortage of the
machines, according to senior
Gujarat government official.

A row erupted when the
Ahmedabad Civil Hospital
wrote to the Government, stat-
ing that the ventilators were not
up to the mark, and sought
sophisticated machines.

Khera alleged the Vijay
Rupani government projected
the mechanised AMBU
(Artificial Manual Breathing
Unit) bag as ventilator, “play-
ing with the lives of patients.”

“Why was Dhaman-1
approved and installed when it
had been tested on just one
patient? Why was Dhaman-1
approved and installed without
a licence by DCGI (Drug
Controller General of India),”
he asked.

“We also want to know if
the PM Cares Fund was used
to buy 5,000 pieces of Dhaman-
1 through HLL Lifecare. All
these answers can only be
found through an indepen-
dent judicial inquiry,” Khera
said.

Training his guns on Chief
Minister Rupani, he asked why
Gujarat had “such shocking
data” on COVID-19 patients as
11 per cent of the total coron-
avirus cases in the country were
in the state, but 22 per cent of
the deaths related to COVID-
19 in the country were from
Gujarat.

“Why this high mortality?
Why the high mortality in
Ahmedabad in particular?
Why the highest mortality is in
the civil hospital, where these
machines were installed,” he
asked.

He asked why Dhaman-1
was marketed within and out-
side the state as a “ventilator
when it is not a ventilator.” The
Congress leader asked why
was Dhaman-1 allowed to be
sold to other states and why
was HLL Lifecare, a PSU,
allowed to order 5,000 pieces.

Congress leader Abhishek
Manu Singhvi said: "Today,
we don't have a healthcare
system (in the state); we have
a sick system. The inefficien-
cy of the Gujarat Government
in handling Covid crisis shows
that it is undermining, under-
confident, and under-achiev-
ing."

"It is my sad duty to bring
to the country''s attention the
deplorable and indefensible

plight of medical and health
facilities in Modi''s home state
and in part of Shah''s con-
stituency (4 assembly seg-
ments of Ahmadabad fall in
Gandhinagar parliamentary
constituency)."

Singhvi, Rajya Sabha
member, said: "We would
respectfully ask the PM, HM,
GOI, and Gujarat CM -- Are
you even aware of what is hap-
pening in your own home
state? If so, have you ever
intervened, chastised or pun-
ished the Gujarat government
or does the latter have Covid
immunity vaccine because they
belong to the BJP?"

Singhvi said if such pow-
erful people who control the
levers of power were unable to
provide justice on their home
ground to the poor and needy,
what could the rest of India''s
teeming millions expect from
them.

The Congress leader
referred to Gujarat High Court
observations on the "lack of
PPE, shortage of ventilators,
ICUs and isolating wards..."
and "pathetic" conditions at the
Civil Hospital, Ahmedabad.

He said that even the High
Court had observed that state
Health Minister "does not
seem to be aware of what is
going on, nor appears to have
ever visited the hospital".

The party also questioned
why private testing of coron-
avirus suspected cases, even by
authorised private institutions,
was stopped by the Gujarat
government which ordered
that cornan tests can be con-
ducted only at government
hospitals.

Singhvi pointed to "proac-
tive" role of the Bengal
Governor but the "silence" of
the Gujarat Governor on coro-
navirus situtations in their
respective States.
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The Union Home Ministry
on Sunday issued revised

guidelines for the internation-
al arrivals and persons strand-
ed in India for travelling to
their country or having visa to
a particular country. Indians
having visa to a foreign coun-
try would also be allowed to
travel.

The new guidelines are
basically issued for those
stranded in other countries
and wanted to visit India in
medical emergencies or death
of the family members. 

The circular issued by
Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) said that the expenses
should be borne by the trav-
ellers and the travel list will be
prepared by the concerned
Indian missions. 

The passengers must con-
sent to being subjected to the
quarantine norms on arrival, it
said adding that the travellers’
list must be finalized two days
in advance. 

“Priority will be given to
compelling cases in distress,
including migrant workers/
labourers who have been laid
off, short term visa holders
faced with expiry visas, persons
with medical
emergencies/pregnant women/
elderly, those required to return
India due to death of family
member, and students,” the
MHA said.

The Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA) will have nodal
officers to oversee the arrival of
stranded persons to India. 

Based on the registrations
received, MEA will prepare
flight/ship wise database of all
such travellers and their full
details. MEA’s digital platform
will display the details of select-

ed persons in two days
advance. “All travellers will
also be required to give an
undertaking that they are mak-
ing the journey at their own
risk. Passengers arriving
through land borders will also
have to undergo the same pro-
tocol and only those who are
asymptomatic will be enabled
to cross the border into India,”
said the new guidelines. 

MHA said that those per-
sons who wanted to go abroad
have to get in touch with Civil
Aviation Ministry’s designated
agency. “Only those persons
shall be allowed to travel to the
destination countries, who are
citizens of that country or who
hold visa of at least one year
duration of that country or
green card holder of that coun-
try or OCI (Overseas
Citizenship of India) card hold-
er. In cases of medical emer-
gency or death in the family,
Indian Nationals holding six
months visa can also be
allowed,” said the MHA’s new
guidelines allowing people to
travel abroad.

Indian seafarers and crew
working in foreign firms would
also be allowed to travel. 
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Aswarm of crop-eating
locusts has crossed the

border State of Rajasthan to
reach Central India with thou-
sands of the harvest flies
swooping down on vast fields
of moong dal in Madhya
Pradesh Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan’s Budhni con-
stituency. It is said to be the
biggest locust attack in the
region in past three decades
and is threatening to destroy
crops worth �8,000 crore.
Locusts’ attack has also been
reported from Jhansi in Uttar
Pradesh.

While an expert team
from Rajasthan is to visit MP
to tackle the pest attack, in
Jhansi the fire brigade team
has been kept in readiness to
spray disinfectant in the
affected area. These locusts

come to India from Iran pass-
ing through Pakistan. This is
the biggest locust attack in
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh in last 27 years and is
likely to grow till monsoon
season. The locusts entered
through Neemuch district in
the state and travelled to parts
of Malwa Nimar to reach
close to Bhopal.

In UP, as many as 17 dis-
tricts including Agra, Jhansi,
Aligarh,  Mathura,
Bulandshahr, Hathras, Etah,
Firozabad, Mainpuri, Etawah,
Farrukhabad, Auraiya, Jalaun,
Kanpur, Mahoba, Hamirpur
and Lalitpur are affected from
locusts that reached through
Dausa, Rajasthan. Over the
250 tractors/ trolly have been
keep in ready with chemicals.

According to officials of
agriculture ministry, locust
swarms have entered
Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana,

and Madhya Pradesh a month
in advance and pose a major
threat to standing crops and
vegetables. This is the fourth
attack since December last
year. Locust swarms enter the

desert areas of India via
Pakistan for breeding in the
summer of June-July, but this
time Locust Hoppers as well
as Pink Adult Swarms had
entered border districts of

Rajasthan and Punjab in April
itself.  Officials said that India
has taken up the matter with
Pakistan as well as Iran,
another country affected by
the locust attack, and offered

pesticide support to both
countries.

The Ministr y of
Environment  also warned of
locust attacks in Punjab,
Haryana, UP an MP in the
coming weeks.

In MP, four teams of the
Central Government, besides
teams of state agricultural
development, are fighting the
locusts by using chemical
sprays with the help of tractors
and fire-brigade vehicles. The
Locusts Warning
Organisation of the agricul-
ture ministry has issued an
advisory to the farmers in vil-
lages of the affected districts
to keep continuous vigil over
the desert locusts. They have
been asked to keep the insects
at bay by using loud sounds
through drums, banging of
utensils and shouting.

In UP, the agriculture
department has directed fire

brigade to keep its vehicle
ready with chemicals follow-
ing a sudden movement by a
swarm of locusts. As  Deputy
Director Agriculture Kamal
Katiyar said the swarm of
locusts, which is moving, is
small in size.

To tackle the locusts, the
ministry has ordered spraying
machines from United
Kingdom to tackle locust
swarms and over 2500 tractors
and trollies are engaged in
spraying chemicals. Besides,
drones are being used to keep
an eye over locust swarms in
Rajasthan, Punjab, Madhya
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh.
The officials of agriculture
departments of these States
are worried a lot as summer
crops sowing are going on
these days and there are pos-
sibilities that if they are not
controlled, they could dam-
ages to kharif crops in these

States.
In its latest update, the

Locusts warning section of the
Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO), said
locusts’ breeding was contin-
uing in southern Iran and
south-west Pakistan, where
control operations are in
progress against hopper
groups and bands.

“As vegetation dries out,
more groups and swarms will
form and move from these
areas to the summer breeding
areas along both sides of the
Indo-Pakistan border in sev-
eral waves from now until at
least early July. Good rains are
predicted during the first half
of June along the Indo-
Pakistan border [and] that
would allow egg-laying to
occur. This should reduce the
further eastward movement of
swarms that have already
arrived in Rajasthan, India.”
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Union Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan on Sunday

said that at least four of the 14
candidate vaccines for novel
coronavirus in the country
may enter the clinical trial
stage within five months.
However, he cautioned that it
is too early to expect any vac-
cine against the disease because
there is a long due procedure
involved in its development.

In a social media interac-
tion with BJP leader GVL
Narasimha Rao, the Minister
said within five months, four of
the vaccine candidates in the
country may enter the clinical
trial stage.

The Minister said, "The
whole world is trying to devel-
op a vaccine for COVID-19.
There are over 100 candidate
vaccines which are at different
levels of development. The
World Health Organisation
(WHO) is coordinating the
efforts. India is also actively
contributing in it. There are 14
candidates in India also which
are at different levels..."
Vardhan said.

He said the Department of
Biotechnology of the Ministry
of Science and Technology is
helping the academic world
and industry in all manners

such as giving regulatory clear-
ances, grants or financial sup-
port, among other things.

"As far as I know, four of
our fourteen vaccines will soon
be in the clinical trial stage,
within 4 to 5 months. All the
14 are right now at the pre-
clinical trial stage."

It will take minimum one
year for the development of any
vaccine even if it is developed
earliest. Therefore use social
distancing, masks and follow
hand and physical hygiene --
the biggest safeguard against
the disease- till any vaccine or
cure is found, said the Minister.

On Sunday, the Minister
also visited the Dedicated
Covid-19 Health Centre
(DCHC) at Chaudhary Brahm
Prakash Ayurved Charak
Sansthan (CBPACS), Najafgarh
, a first Ayurveda hospital in the
country engaged in providing
care to the Covid positive
patients on the basis of princi-
ples of Ayurveda as per proto-
col of Ministry of AYUSH. In
addition to the Ayurvedic and
herbal treatments, the holistic
approach also includes yoga,
meditation, pranayam, etc.

Till date a total of 201
patients have been admitted in
the CBPACS Centre. Of these,
37 patients have been cured and
100 patients have been advised

home isolation. 19 patients have
been shifted to Specialty hospi-
tals on review of their medical
condition. There has been no
casualty in this Centre, said the
government statement here.

Dr. RK Manchanda,
Director (AYUSH) of the Delhi
Government, Dr. Vidula
Gujjarwar, Director-Principal,
CBPACS along with senior fac-
ulty and doctors and Ministry
officials were also present dur-
ing the review meeting at the
Ayush hospital.

Overall, the Minister said,
the fatality rate in the country
stands at 2.9% while recovery
rate has improved to 41.2%.

Talking about the health-
care infrastructure setup across
the country, he said, a total of
968 Dedicated Covid hospitals
have been identified across the
country with 2,50,397 beds
(1,62,237 isolation beds +
20,468 ICU beds); 2,065 dedi-
cated Covid health centres with
1,76,946 beds (1,20,596 isolation
beds + 10,691 ICU beds); and,
7,063 Covid care centres with
6,46,438 beds.”

He further informed that
States/UTs as well as central
institutions have been provided
with around 109.08 lakhs N-95
masks and around 72.8 lakh
Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE), as per the statement.
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The preliminary results of
the trial of the Gilead

Sciences Inc's Remdesivir, the
first drug cleared for the treat-
ment of Coronavirus, has been
found to be effective on
patients who need extra oxygen
but are not dependent on ven-
tilators or heart-lung bypass
machines, according to a
report in the New England
Journal of Medicine.

It said that Remdesivir was
superior to placebo in short-
ening the time to recovery in
adults hospitalised with Covid-
19 and evidence of lower res-
piratory tract infection.

In the experiment, patients
were randomly assigned to
receive either Remdesivir (200
mg loading dose on day 1, fol-
lowed by 100 mg daily for up
to 9 additional days) or place-
bo for up to 10 days.

Preliminary results of this
trial suggest that a 10-day

course of Remdesivir was supe-
rior to placebo in the treatment
of hospitalised patients with
Covid-19, as per the report.

The primary outcome was
the time to recovery. In con-
trast to the placebo drug,
Remdesivir helped Covid-19
infected patients to heal faster
and allowed them to return
home after about 11 days.
Placebo treated coronavirus
patients in 15 days.

In addition to this, there
were also signs that the med-
icine increased the survival
rate of patients on Remdesivir
by 7.1 per cent. 

On the other hand, 11.9
per cent of placebo-experi-
mented patients died within
two weeks, the research
added.

The researchers said,
"Remdesivir was superior to
placebo in shortening the
time to recovery in adults
hospitalised with Covid-19
and evidence of lower respi-

ratory tract infection".
In the experiment, a total

of 1, 063 patients underwent
randomisation. 538 were
assigned to Remdesivir and
521 to placebo. Serious
adverse events were reported
for 114 of the 541 patients in
the Remdesivir group who
underwent randomisation
(21.1 per cent) and 141 of the
522 patients in the placebo
group who underwent ran-
domisation (27 per cent), the
researchers added.

The US Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA) has
made Remdesivir available
under an emergency use
authorisation for the treat-
ment of adults and children
with severe coronavirus dis-
ease.

The trial was sponsored
and primarily funded by the
National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID),  and National
Institutes of Health (NIH).
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After Taliban, the Al Qaeda
has now ditched Pakistan

on the Kashmir issue by not
even mentioning the region in
a document circulated to top
leadership of the global terror
outfit. 

The document titled "The
Way Forward:  A Word of
Advice on the Coronavirus
Pandemic" and circulated by Al
Qaeda Central talked about the
hardships of Uyghurs and
Syrian Muslims besides the
community members residing
under hostile regimes but has
been conspicuously silent on
Kashmir which was earlier on
the agenda of these terror
groups. 

Assessments here suggest
the outfit could be frustrated
due to the bickering between
various terror groups in Jammu
and Kashmir, especially the
Kashmiri groups like Hizbul
Mujahideen on whose inputs a
number of terror comman-
ders have been killed by the
security forces after integration
of the erstwhile State into the

Indian Union. Infighting
between Pakistan-backed
groups and their masters in the
ISI and Pak army could also be
a reason behind the outfit's
change in stance. 

This could have led to the
distancing of the Al Qaeda
from the issue as also a real-
isation of the changed reali-
ties on the ground post-abro-
gation of Article 370 where-
in top terror commanders
have been neutralised by the
forces.     

Sources, however, did not
rule out that Pak deep state
could have advised both the
terror groups to disown the
Kashmir issue for now so that
India does not stop funding in
Afghanistan for reconstruc-
tion. The cash starved groups
might be eyeing to take control
of such funds as Pakistan econ-
omy is in shambles. 

"Before the great disaster
(Covid-19) struck, obscenity
and moral corruption had
already become widespread in
Muslim countries. In fact this
phenomenon had extended its
dirty tentacles to the vicinities

of the purest site on the face of
the earth, the Haram in
Makkah ....The despots ruling
over the Muslim World, specif-
ically in the Arab World, have
been guilty of committing the
most unimaginable forms of
torture and rights abuses
against Muslim scholars and
Mujahideen in secret torture
cells that have become a norm
across the Muslim world," it
said. 

It further said, "To make
matters even worse, Islamic
causes have been consigned to

oblivion across the Muslim
world, especially Syria, Iraq,
Waziristan, Palestine, East
Turkistan, Libya, Islamic
Maghreb, and
Somalia...Muslims must learn
some serious lessons this
calamity (Covid-19) and start
taking practical steps for the
liberation of prisoners for the
liberation of prisoners and
missing persons across the
Islamic World."

"Let us not forget that
Covid-19 emerged from one of
the filthiest places on earth, the

markets of Wuhan (China),
where all known norms of
decent and humane dietary
practices tramples upon. From
insects to rodents and reptiles,
in short everything unsafe for
human consumption, or the
consumption of which is pro-
hibited in all revealed reli-
gions, was sold and consumed
there," it said in an indication
of its disapproval of the atroc-
ities on the Uyghurs. 

"The very technological
advancement and globalisa-
tion that man took immense
pride in has become his undo-
ing. Today, if someone sneezes
in China, those in New York
suffer from its consequences,"
it claimed.  

Earlier, the Taliban
spokesperson Suhail Shaheen
had said that "the policy of the
Islamic Emirate is clear that it
does not interfere in the inter-
nal affairs of other countries."
Considering Kashmir as an
internal affair of India is the
clearest hint that Kashmir is not
an issue or on the agenda of
Taliban which is seeking to
engage with India.
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With 97 new cases,
Karnataka's Covid-19

tally crossed the 2,000-mark,
while 26 were discharged from
hospitals taking the number of
cured persons to 634, said an
official, here on Sunday.

“The total number of
Covid-19 cases across the state
is 2,056, with 97 more testing
positive during the past 18
hours,” said a state health offi-
cial.The number of active cases
in the state is 1,378 and Covid-
19 deaths 42, including 2 for
non-Covid reasons.

Of the 26 discharged, 18
are in Davanagere, 4 in
Chitradurga, 3 in Bagalkote
and one in Haveri across the
southern state.Of the new
cases, 41 are women and 19
children below 20 years.

“68 of the 97 new cases are
returnees from Maharashtra,
the worst affected Covid-hit
state in the country with 47,190
cases till Saturday,” said the offi-
cial. 

Of the 30 Karnataka dis-
tricts, Chikkaballapura record-
ed the highest cases at 24, fol-
lowed by Udupi (18), Hassan
(15) and Kalaburagi, Yadigiri
and Mandya (6 each). 
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As on Sunday, there were
7,839 active coronavirus

cases under treatment in vari-
ous hospitals in Tamil Nadu,
said  the medical bulletin issued
by the Directorate of Public
Health and Preventive
Medicine, Government of
Tamil Nadu.

The bulletin said that 16,
277 persons have tested posi-
tive till Sunday. “8,324 positive
patients have been discharged
following treatment till Sunday.
Hence 7,839 active cases are
under treatment as on date,”
said the bulletin.

A total of 765 persons test-
ed positive on Sunday alone,
taking the total number of
cases tested positive till date to
16,277 in the State. The fatali-
ties reached 111 with eight per-
sons succumbing to the pan-
demic. The day saw 833 per-
sons getting discharged fol-
lowing treatment and getting

well. There are 68n laboratories
in the State which tested 11,441
persons on Sunday. The num-
ber of persons tested till Sunday
all over Tamil Nadu reached
3.91,252.

Out of the 765 persons
tested positive on Sunday, 587
were from Chennai which
remained the district with max-
imum cases, 10,576.
Chengalpattu (779),
Thiruvallur (731), Cuddalore
(427) were closely following the
capital city.

A new disclosure made by
the Government of Tamil Nadu
vide the medical bulletin is the
unprecedented increase in the
number of coronavirus positive
persons in the  13 to 60 age
group. Out of the 16,277 pos-
itive cases detected in Tamil
Nadu, 13,911 were in the 13 to
60 age group while 1,358 per-
sons were in the 60 Plus age
group. Children in the 0-12 age
group accounted for 1003
cases.
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Number of persons tested
positive for coronavirus

continued to increase in Kerala
in the backdrop of Ramzan fes-
tivities. On Sunday, 53 persons
tested positive for the pan-
demic as the number of per-
sons under treatment rose to
322, according to Kerala
Minister for Health KK
Shailaja.

Out of the 53 persons test-
ed positive on Sunday, 18 were
expatriates and 22 were from
other States in the 
country. Till Sunday, 522 per-
sons were cured of the covid-
19 pandemic and sent home
from hospitals.

The Minister said 188 per-
sons were hospitalised on
Sunday  while the number of
persons under observation rose
to 95, 394. The last three days
saw the number of coronavirus
cases in Kerala increasing by

157.
According to Shailaja, the

coming days would see a hike
in the number of covid 19
patients. “This is because of the
arrival of expatriates and peo-
ple from other States to Kerala.
The only option before us is to
make sure that the people who
come back to the State observe
the guidelines of quarantine
and observation. If those who
come back follow the safety
guidelines  we can effectively
control the spread of the pan-
demic and flatten the coron-
avirus curve,” said the Minister.

Dr Ranjith Vijayahari, gas-

tro surgeon, who has been
focusing on covid-19 cases
since the breaking out of the
pandemic in the State, said the
information  disclosed by the
Government about the number
of cases is just the tip of the ice 
berg. 

“There are more number of
cases which are yet to be
brought out. If only you test
more and more persons you
will be able to identify, isolate
and quarantine the afflicted
people. The situation is worri-
some but I do not want to upset
the people,” Dr Vijayahari told
The Pioneer.

He said the relaxation in
lockdown over the last two-
three days is sure to cause  hike
in the number of coronavirus
cases in the coming days. “Any
relaxation in lockdown rules
will definitely cause an impact
on the number of patients.
But we cannot go on with
lockdown indefinitely,” he said.
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Even as the country is strug-
gling hard to contain the

coronavirus pandemic which is
spreading all over with vigor by
the hour, indifference of
bureaucrats towards the med-
icine developed to minimise
and regulate the contagious
disease is causing irreparable
damage to the soul of India.

While scientists specialising

in modern medicine are grop-
ing in the dark in search of a
vaccine to fight the coron-
avirus pandemic,  an Ayurvedic
drug and protocol developed by
a team of eminent Ayurvedic
physicians in collaboration with
modern medicine specialists
is given a raw deal by the
bureaucrats of the Ministry of
Ayush. The details of the drug
and treatment protocol was
submitted to the Ayush

Ministry on April 15 this year.
Messages to Shripad Yesso

Naik, Union  Minister of State
(Independent Charge) did not
evoke any response. Dr Rajesh
Kotecha, eminent Ayurvedic
physician , who is also the sec-
retary to the Ayush Ministry
chose to ignore the messages
sent to him requesting for
details about the clinical trials.

The team of doctors that
developed the ayurvedic drug

prepared from the age old
Indian system of knowledge
was led by Dr PR
Krishnakumar, South India’s
leading Ayurvedic scholar and
included a who’s who of med-
ical researchers. Dr Rama
Jayasundar of All India Institute
of Medical sciences, New Delhi,
a physicist turned ayurvedic
researcher, Dr CV
Krishnaswamy, Tamil Nadu’s
leading physician, Prof B M

Hegde, described as the coun-
try’s medical warrior are some
of the members of the team that
developed the drug and proto-
col.

Dr Krishnakumar has been
honoured by the nation with
Padma Sree while Prof Hegde
is a Padma Bhushan with hun-
dreds of publications in nation-
al and international journals. It
was Prof Hegde who declared
in his pathbreaking research

work “What Doctors Don’t Get
To Study in Medical School”
that the drug for coronavirus
and influenza would come from
India.

“We submitted everything
as per specification to the Ayush
Ministry with a request that the
drug be taken up for clinical tri-
als. Without clinical trials, it can
never be administered to the
patients. But till date we have
not received any communica-

tion from the ministry about
the fate of our application,” a
visibly upset Dr Krishnakumar
told The Pioneer.

Dr Jayasundar too sound-
ed sad while speaking to The
Pioneer over the inordinate
delay in taking up their work
for clinical trials. “I don’t know
what is happening. You have to
check it with the authorities,”
she said when asked about the
delay. Dr Krishnaswamy said

this clinical trial should have
been taken up on a war footing.

“As you see, the number of
coronavirus patients are shoot-
ing up on an hourly basis and
our medical system should face
the situation in a mission
mode,” said Dr Krishnaswamy.

A veteran medical doctor
pointed out that the possibili-
ty of a vaccine to fight coron-
avirus getting ready in the near
future is remote.
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The Himalayan state of Sikkim
reported its first coronavirus case

when a 25-year-old student who
returned from Delhi tested positive,
a senior official said on Sunday.

Sikkim Health Secretary Pempa
T. Bhutia said that the swab sample
of the student was sent to North
Bengal Medical College and Hospital
in Siliguri (in West Bengal) for test-
ing. The positive report came on
Saturday.

The student from Rabangla in
South Sikkim district is admitted at
Sir Thutob Namgyal Memorial
Hospital in Gangtok. Hospital sources
said his health condition was stable.

The student was living in Delhi
to prepare for UPSC examinations
but returned to the state by bus along
with a few others last week.

Till Saturday night, 1,707 people
were tested in Sikkim.

The first corona case was report-
ed a day after the Sikkim government
announced that teaching for students
from Class 9 to university levels
would resume from June 15.

The tiny Himalayan state was one
of the first states to close inter-state
and international borders and ban
entry of both domestic and foreign
tourists, besides migrant labourers.
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Amid strict lockdown, Eid-
ul-Fitr celebrations

remained a low-key affair
across Jammu & Kashmir on
Sunday.

None of the famous reli-
gious shrines including
Hazratbal and Jamia Masjid
witnessed congregational
prayers in Srinagar city. Local
police authorities had strictly
enforced restrictions to ensure
residents stay back at home and
avoid stepping out in the wake
of spike in number of cases of
coronavirus across Kashmir
valley. Police vans were seen
making public announcements
since early morning appealing
people to stay indoors to ensure
strict compliance of lockdown
guidelines.

Meanwhile, on Sunday, 52
fresh cases were detected tak-
ing the total tally of coronavirus
cases to 1,621 in the Union
Territory of Jammu & Kashmir.
While Srinagar district report-
ed no fresh case on Sunday, 26
patients tested positive in
Kulgam district alone. In
Jammu division six cases were

reported from Jammu , seven
from Samba, 4 from Kathua
and three from Rajouri district.
A police jawan, posted on duty
at Lakhanpur entry  point,
tested positive and shifted to
isolation facility.

Official sources main-
tained, majority of  fresh pos-
itive cases had a travel history
and were fresh returnees. At
present, 791 cases are active
positive and  around fifty per-
cent cases i.e 809 have recov-
ered so far in Jammu &
Kashmir.

According to local reports
from Srinagar, worshipers
offered Eid prayers at home
and at few odd places in remote
areas small gatherings of close
family members converged at
one place to offer thanksgiving
prayers ending the month long
period of fasting during
Ramzan.

Eid was celebrated across
Jammu and Kashmir and
Kerala on Sunday, while the
rest of the country will cele-
brate Eid on Monday. In
Jammu region too, no mass
assembly was witnessed on the
occasion.  

Earlier, in August 2019,
Eid-ul-Azha prayers could not
be offered in Kashmir as
authorities had imposed strict
curfew in the wake of abroga-
tion of Article 370 and division
of then Jammu & Kashmir
state into two Union
Territories.  

However, South Kashmir
district of Pulwama witnessed
incidents of stone pelting  after
a joint teams of security forces
busted a terrorist hideout in the
area.

A group of terrorists had
carved a hideout in a shop
owned by a government official
of Revenue department. At
least two people received
injuries as clashes broke out  in
Mitrigam area of Pulwama
after security forces launched a
cordon and search operation in
the area.

Security forces have recov-
ered detonators, explosives and
some logistic materials from
the hideout.  Some of the close
family members of the gov-
ernment official, detained by
the police for questioning, were
earlier involved in terrorist
activities.
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Lucknow: Shopping complexes in
the state capital, outside the con-
tainment zones, will be allowed to
reopen from May 26.

However, shopping malls and
multiplexes will still remain closed.

According to the order of the
Lucknow district magistrate
Abhisheka Prakash, only one-third
of shops in a complex will operate
daily on rotational basis from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. The centralized air-con-
ditioning of the complex will remain
shut, though individual shops can
keep their air-conditioners on.

A maximum of three customers
at a time will be allowed inside the
store. All customers will have to
wear masks and thermal screening
of customers will be done at the
entrance of the complex.
Shopkeepers will have to report to

health authorities immediately if
they find any customer with
COVID-19 symptoms.

Shop owners will have to make
sanitizers available to the customer
before and after transaction as well
as keep record of every visitor. Shops
will have to be sanitized with
bleaching powder and sodium
hypochlorite several times in a day.

Amarnath Mishra, senior gen-
eral secretary, Lucknow Vyapar
Mandal, said that the decision will
help major stores of garment, elec-
trical and electronic items and jew-
ellery that are located in shopping
complexes.

“With this decision, almost 70
per cent of the market will now
remain open according to condi-
tions laid down by the district
administration,” he said. IANS
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Atotal lockdown on Sunday
turned Karnataka into a

ghost State, with an eerie
silence and uneasy calm pre-
vailing across its cities and
towns, even as hundreds of
policemen kept a close vigil.

“A total lockdown is in
force across the state since
Saturday evening (7pm) to
Monday morning (7am). A
ban under Section 144 of the
CrPC has also been imposed to
prevent movement of people
and vehicles,” a police official
told IANS here.

As decided by the state
government to contain the
coronavirus spread, the Sunday
lockdown comes after a partial
relaxation of restrictions on
weekdays since May 19 to
revive economic activity and

restore near-normalcy.
“We have seized about 100

vehicles across the city
(Bengaluru) since morning
when some people, mostly
youths, ventured out on two-
wheelers to roam around in
residential areas in violation of
the lockdown norm,” the offi-
cial said.

The police also sealed
inter-state borders to prevent
movement of people and vehi-
cles from neighbouring states,
as bus services and trans-
portation of goods remain sus-
pended till Monday 
morning.

“Only ambulances and
vehicles on essential duty are
allowed to ply during the cur-
few period. Shops selling med-
icines, groceries, vegetables,
fruits and poultry and meat
products have been allowed to

open but ensure customers
maintain physical distancing
and stand in queues.

“Barring retail outlets for
essential supplies like milk,
vegetables, fruits, and medi-
cines, everything has been shut
down since 7pm on Saturday to
7am on Monday,” the official
added.

State-run buses, taxis and
autos have also not been
allowed to operate across the
state.

Though the central gov-
ernment further extended the
lockdown to May 31 from May
18 with greater relaxation in the
norms to restore near-normal-
cy across the country, the state
has decided to enforce it (lock-
down) only on Sundays till
month-end, that is on May 24
and May 31.

All main roads, flyovers

and enter/exit points on the city
outskirts have been barricaded
to prevent vehicular move-
ment.

In an appeal to all citizens
across the state on Saturday,
Chief Minister B.S.
Yediyurappa urged the people
to abide by the lockdown on
this (May 24) and next Sunday
(May 31) to contain the Covid-
19 spread.

“We have reached a crucial
stage in the war against Covid-
19. Follow guidelines in the
interest and welfare of all to
fight the pandemic. Stay at
home to be safe,” said
Yediyurappa.

The state government,
however, allowed weddings
prefixed on Sunday amid the
lockdown with a slew of riders
to ensure health and social dis-
tancing.

Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh):A migrant worker riding pil-
lion on a two-wheeler from Gurugram in Haryana to
his home in Bihar, died when he dozed off on the motor-
bike and fell off.

His nephew Satish also lost balance and fell down.
Both received serious head injuries and Ratiram,

36, died on the spot while Satish is in hospital with crit-
ical injuries.The incident took place on the Yashoda
Nagar highway on Saturday.

According to reports, Ratiram and his nephew
Satish, residents of the Supaul district of Bihar, used to
work in a factory in Gurugram.

After the lockdown, they lost their jobs and final-
ly decided to return to their home.

They left on their motorcycle from Gurugram on
Saturday after they failed to get another other means
of transport. Naubasta inspector Ashish Shukla said that
their families have been informed and are on their way
to Kanpur. “The body has been shifted to the mortu-
ary and the autopsy will be conducted only after his fam-
ily members arrive from Bihar,” the inspector\
said.  IANS
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After hours of confusion on
whether domestic flights

will fly in and out of the
metropolis in the coming days,
the Maharashtra Government
on Sunday evening agreed to
allow operation of 25 flights to
and from the Mumbai Airport
from Monday.

Hours after Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray said that there
should be “minimum possible
domestic f lights from
Maharashtra from May 25th
which are purely emergent in
nature”, Maharashtra Cabinet
Minister Nawab Malik
announced that beginning from
Monday, the state government
had allowed 25 flights to and
from the Mumbai.

Quoting his telephonic
conversation with State chief
Secretary Ajoy Mehta, Malik
said: “After discussions with all
agencies, it has been decided
that 25 flights will arrive and
depart from Mumbai airport.
The number will increase sub-
sequently”.

In a formal announcement
made later, the Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International
Airport (CSMIA), Mumbai,
said: late in the evening:
“Starting May 25, 2020, CSMIA
will resume 25 commercial

passenger flight movements on
departure and 25 on arrival.
The initiative comes after the
directive issued by the Ministry
of Civil Aviation as well as the
State Minister giving a nod to
recommence domestic flight
operations to and from
Mumbai.

“Furthermore, CSMIA also
advises passengers above 80
years as well as expectant moth-
ers and passengers with health
issues to restrict travelling.
While, arriving passengers will
be temperature screened by
the State Govt. and expected
home quarantine for 14-days,”
CSMIA said in a statement.

“Moreover, CSMIA has also
created a separate quarantine
centre for symptomatic pas-
sengers. CSMIA has deployed
resources to manage the queue
effectively and to maintain
minimal human interaction,”
the CSMIA statement added.

Earlier in the afternoon,
chief minister Uddhav
Thackeray’s office tweeted: “CM
Uddhav Balasaheb Thackeray
spoke to Civil Aviation Minister
of State (Independent)
@HardeepSPuri ji regarding
domestic f lights in
Maharashtra”.

“He communicated his
views that till the time MIAL
plans and fine tunes airport
operations, they should initiate

minimum possible domestic
flights from Maharashtra from
May 25th which are purely
emergent in nature like for
international transfer 
passengers, medical emergen-
cies, students, and cases on
compassionate grounds,” the
CMO tweeted.

That the announcement
made by Aviation Minister
Hardeep Sigh Puri’s about the
resumption of domestic flights
from May 25 without consult-
ing the Maharashtra
Government has not gone well
with the ruling Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) could be evi-
denced from a strong tweet put
out by State Home Minister
Anil Deshmukh in the early
hours of Sunday.

“Its extremely ill-advised to
reopen airports in red zone.
Mere thermal scanning of pas-
sengers inadequate w/o swabs.
Impossible to have
autos/cabs/buses ply in current
circumstances. Adding posi-
tive passenger will add Covid
stress to red zone,” Deshmukh
had tweeted. Malik also hit out
at the Narendra Modi for tak-
ing decisions without consult-
ing the State Government, by
saying: “The Government at
the Centre makes announce-
ment after announcement
without discussing issues with
the State Government”.
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At the end of month-long
Ramadan fasting, Eid-ul-

Fitr was celebrated in coastal
districts of Karnataka on a
subdued note at homes due to
ban on mass gathering in
mosques amid lockdown
across the southern state to
contain the coronavirus spread,
an official said on 
Sunday.

“As decided by Markazi
Ruet-e-Hilal committee mem-
ber Maulana Maqsood Imran
Rashidi sahib on Saturday after
Maghrib, Eid is being cele-
brated in the state's coastal
region today (Sunday) and on
Monday in other parts of the

state though the moon could
not be sighted on Saturday
night,” said Maulana Sagheer
Ahmed Rashadi in a state-
ment here.

The port city of Mangaluru
is about 360km southwest of
Bengaluru.

The state's coastal region
comprises Dakshina Kannada,
Udupi, Uttara Kannada,
Kodagu and Chikkamagalur
districts off the Arabian Sea.

“All the devout Muslims
offered Eid prayers (namaz) at
their home and greeted each
other from a distance to main-
tain physical distancing. Attired
in new clothes, all of us part-
took the festival dishes, includ-
ing biryani and kheer,” Urdu

teacher Habibur Rahman told
IANS on phone.

As the state government
decided to enforce a strict
lockdown on Sunday the peo-
ple completed shopping for
new dresses and groceries for
the feast by Saturday evening.

“This is the first time in our
life we are celebrating Eid at
home as we are unable go to
mosque for prayers or greet
others due to the extended
lockdown, which also made us
observe fast during the month-
long Ramadan at home,”
recalled Rahman.

The first day of Shawwal
(1441 Azli Fazli) will be on
Monday.

In a video message, Jamia

masjid Imam Maulana Abdul
Aleem of Bhatkal in the north-
ern coastal district urged the
people to maintain peace and
harmony and bear the incon-
venience due to the lockdown
with fortitude.

“May this special day bring
peace, blessings and happiness
to all. Pray Allah to accept our
prayers on the Eid,” the
Maulana said on the occasion.

Bhatkal is about 460km
northwest of Bengaluru in the
southern state.

The Imam also hoped
(Inshallah), COVID menace
would soon end so that all
could get back to normal life
and meet relatives and friends
again.
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Hitting out at the
Opposition BJP for its

efforts to indulge in politics
over the coronavirus crisis,
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray said  here
on Sunday that his
Government would lift the
lockdown gradually as it did
not want crowds in public
places which would compel
the Government to re-
impose lockdown in the
State.

Two days after the BJP
staged “Save Maharashtra”
agitation against the “inept”
handling of coronavirus cri-
sis by his Government,
Uddhav said: “I sincerely
feel that this is a time of cri-
sis, and hence, no one should
play politics. You may do it,
but we will not 
as we are vested with a
responsibility and above all,
the people of Maharashtra
trust us”.

Addressing the people
across the state through
social media, theChief
Minister said: “As much it is
improper to impose lock-
down all of a sudden,  it is

also improper to 
lift the lockdown at one go.
We are treading cautiously to
ensure restoration of nor-
malcy. While l8ifting the
lockdown, we will have to
take measures against
crowds at public places.
Every citizen will have to
precaution of not indulging
in   undisciplined behaviour,
a behaviour that will 
force us to re-impose lock-
down”.

“I want to thank people
of all religions, social orga-
nizations and political parties
for their co-operation,” he
said.

In a series of tweets put
out after his interaction with
the people across the state,
Uddhav said: “A couple of
days ago, I was part of a VC
with Congress President
Sonia Gandhi ji and other
leaders. I said the real picture
about our country will be
clear in the coming fortnight
due to the migration and the
likely transmission of the
virus due to the movement
of people”.

“This intra-state move-
ment from one district to
another has been allowed to

an extent. But, this can be
permitted on a large scale
only after following precau-
tions. We have allowed shops
and offices to open in some
areas.”

“We are also considering
if the theatre, film and tele-
vision industries can be
allowed to resume shooting
and post-production activi-
ties like dubbing and editing.
They have asked us if they
can shoot in the Green zone
before the monsoons with
due precautions,” he
said.

“We are also consider-
ing allowing outdoor games.
The cabinet held a meeting
to prepare for the Kharif sea-
son. We are launching a new
project to make seeds and
fertilisers available to farm-
ers in their fields,” he 
said.

“Since day one, we never
stopped any agriculture
activities or transport of pro-
duce. We are taking care of
farmers. We have purchased
75 to 80% cotton in areas like
Vidarbha, Marathwada and
North Maharashtra, and this
is still underway,” he 
said.
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Apandemic invariably leads to a
health crisis, which has an
economic fallout, too. This has
been the trend in almost all
countries that are reeling under

the impact of Coronavirus. The addition-
al crisis posed by the mass exodus of the
migrant labourers is more or less specific
to our country and is bound to have some
far-reaching consequences.

For a long time to come, heart-rend-
ing images of the migratory efflux will be
the defining moment of the Corona-
inspired lockdown. Having lost their liveli-
hood, without any savings and no hope for
the future, lakhs of workers left for their
hometowns and villages. In the absence of
any transportation during the first month-
and-a-half, out of sheer desperation, they
set out with meagre belongings on roads
and highways. Some even covered more
than a thousand kilometres on foot.
Though their decision must have been vol-
untary, the fact is the prevailing circum-
stances left them with little option.

The present crisis is a multi-dimen-
sional one but for now, the focus has shift-
ed almost entirely to the economy and less
on health. In the long run, this may also
emerge as a major social issue. The  migra-
tory process, its effects and the growth of
slums in urban areas have been studied
comprehensively but the instant case is that
of reverse migration. Earlier, this phenom-
enon was attributable to individual behav-
iour and decisions but in the present con-
text, it has assumed the shape of a mass
efflux. Individuals and families, who are
suffering, having been uprooted physical-
ly for no fault of theirs, are not only bound
to be unhappy but also bitter. Given the
present situation, this bitterness does not
appear to be disappearing anytime soon.
The reason as to why these people were
forced to leave their villages in the first
place might, perhaps, confront them in a
more aggravated form now as they get back
to their home States. 

Under the provisions of the Disaster
Management Act, the Government had
ordered on March 24 that all employees —
be it industry, shops or commercial estab-
lishments — will have to pay wages to their
employees even when they are not in oper-
ation during the lockdown. Landlords, too,
were asked not to charge rent or get the
premises vacated from their worker-ten-
ants. Pursuant to a judgment from the
Supreme Court, this order was withdrawn
on May 18, without any alternative arrange-
ment, thus leaving the migrants high and
dry. The Supreme Court ruled that the
Ministry of Home Affairs’ order was viola-
tive of Article 19 (1)(g) of the Constitution
with respect to the rights of private firms.
It’s another matter that prior to its with-
drawal, the order was being observed more
in violation. Perhaps the case for the
migrant workers could have been present-
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Sir — Central Government
employees, posted outside their
home towns, are facing a huge
problem because of great risks
involved while living in hotels or
guest houses because of the
spread of the Corona pandemic.
Even finding a rented accommo-
dation is extremely difficult in
these times.

The Department of Personnel
and Training (DoPT) should
revise its advisory. Those desiring
to be posted in their hometowns
must be allowed to move to their
native places. The revised system
should be applicable for
Government employees in each
cadre and services like adminis-
trative service, police service or
international service as far as
practicable. The Corona era is a
time when living with the fami-
ly has become a necessity for all
practical reasons. It’s difficult for
many to maintain mental health
during long periods of self-isola-
tion? If citizens have to learn to
live with the virus, the
Government must amend the
rules, too.

Madhu Agrawal
Delhi

����	���������

Sir — The month of Ramzan is
considered to be auspicious for
Muslims all across the world. They
fast from dawn to dusk for a month
to remind themselves of the suffer-

ing of the less fortunate and to
bring the followers closer to god. 

The sighting of the crescent
moon marks the end of the holy
month of Ramzan and the arrival
of Eid. The festival is all about
sharing happiness and joy. This
year, however, celebrations have

been stifled due to the pandem-
ic, which has forced us to incul-
cate changes in life. We must be
more humane and empathetic.
And social distancing doesn’t
mean emotional distancing.

Jubel D’Cruz
Mumbai

��������	��	�����

Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Finally, the takeoff ” (May
22). The Union Government’s
decision to partially resume air
travel is welcome. But it would
have been much appreciated if
the Civil Aviation Ministry
could have taken steps to refund
fares for flyers, who had made
domestic and international trav-
el bookings during the lockdown
period. 

Although the Aviation
Ministry had asked airlines to
issue a full refund to customers,
it was an ambiguous directive as
the cancellations did not apply
to tickets booked before the
lockdown for the travel period
between the lockdown or after
it. Surely the aviation industry is
going through its worse time
since 9/11 and grounded flights
mean no money made. Still,
holding money of passengers is
both morally and legally wrong.
The Government must come to
the rescue of hapless people.

Abhinav
Via email
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ed more effectively.
More glaring is the non-

implementation of the Interstate
Migrant Workmen (Regulation
of Employment and Conditions
of Service) Act 1979. Known as
ISMW, rules under the said Act
were framed and notified in
1980. The implementing
authorities for this Act are the
respective chief labour commis-
sioners.  Perhaps they could not
foresee the enormity of the sit-
uation and, thus, could not
react in time. Also, the efflux of
the workers was only initially
prevented. 

In fact, some action was
taken against erring officers,
who tried to facilitate their
movement but after some time,
the decision was reversed, lead-
ing to confusion in making
arrangements for their safe
transportation. The registration
for workers wanting to migrate
has begun only now and that,
too, at selective places. The
ISMW has specific provisions
for such registrations in the
normal course of working of
the labour department, which,
perhaps, was being neglected. 

It is true that in its original
form, the Act applied to
migrants of only certain class-
es. With a small amendment, it
could have been extended to all
categories. Complete neglect
on the part of the ISMW
appears to be one of the factors
that may have widened the dif-
ference between the workers,

labour, migrants and the
administration.

Ever since the liberalisation
of the economy and pro-labour
legislations coming into force,
unrest among the wagers had
become a thing of past. The
well-known trickle-down effect
came into full play and a record
number of people could move
away from poverty. Some of
these pro-labour legislations
are now in the process of being
abandoned with States like
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and
Rajasthan undertaking major
changes in them to woo invest-
ment. In fact, the higher judi-
ciary has already taken cogni-
sance of this and has asked
some pertinent questions on
behalf of the workers and their
rights. 

Experience shows that
bringing the economy back on
the rails cannot be achieved if
our working classes are unhap-
py. The role of the trade unions
will have to be considered
afresh in the changed circum-
stances. Unions have more or
less remained dormant during
the last two decades and are
now coming back with a cause,
which may not augur well for
the industry as a whole.

An extremely important
question that has not been
debated so far is: What next?
For how long will the migrant
workers stay on and whether
this eff lux is for good.
Whatever be the status of a

worker in society, he/she did
have access to a certain level of
facility in urban areas. All of
them became used to their lives
and would certainly miss them
badly back home. So does this
mean that this efflux is a tem-
porary phenomenon and that
things will normalise in due
course? 

Considering the alienation
that they have undergone, it
does not appear that the work-
ers would be coming back too
soon unless some confidence-
building measures are taken.
This should entail a review of
some of the regressive laws that
work against the interests of the
labourers. Alienation of the
workforce has several manifes-
tations but one of the worst
forms is estrangement of man
from man. It would have
pained them where it hurts the
most to see a complete lack of
empathy among sections of
society who could have helped
them tide the crisis. Only a
handful of NGOs stepped in to
help. Generally, Government
agencies were a big letdown.
This may have further aggra-
vated the situation.

The Government’s deci-
sion to increase the allocation
for MGNREGA up to �40,000
crore is a step in the right direc-
tion. Though in a limited man-
ner, this can certainly help the
migrants tide over the imme-
diate crisis when they reach
their home States. Our MPs

and MLAs, who could have
undertaken immediate relief
measures, are handicapped in
the absence of funds that have
been already diverted. 

Additionally, existing
resources of the State
Governments have come under
severe stress. Their borrowing
capacity needs to be enhanced
further. In the event where a
bulk of the migrants would not
want to go back to their orig-
inal workplaces, focus will
have to be on the creation of
appropriate levels of employ-
ment opportunities in the
vicinity. Obviously, investment
in the area of rural develop-
ment and employment would
have to be increased in affect-
ed districts where there has
been a sudden influx of popu-
lation. The Providing Urban
Facilities in Rural Areas
(PURA) model, as suggested by
former President Abdul Kalam,
can also be taken into consid-
eration.

Today, a much greater
responsibility lies with the
State Governments, who have
to not only provide the arriv-
ing migrant force with medical
care but also treat them with
empathy and help absorb them
in the existing social milieu,
physically, psychologically and
economically.

(The writer is a former
Governor and a Senior Advisor
at the Pranab Mukherjee
Foundation) 
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In what is perceived as possibly the last phase
of the lockdown, with States being given the
powers to implement relaxations by the

Centre and economic activity once again being
started across urban and rural India, a wave of
resentment is brewing among the organised sec-
tor of the working class and trade unions in the
country. 

Indeed, images of tens of thousands of
migrant workers in dire straits, walking without
food and water in this scorching heat on high-
ways and streets to unknown destinations,
especially in the Hindi heartland, have shocked
the national conscience, even while death and
highway accidents of the workers seem to have
become routine. 

It is in this context that the new labour laws
being enacted by the Centre and various State
Governments might create another lockdown,
even as the economy limps back to normalcy
after having all but collapsed, especially in the
urban sector, with the agricultural economy on
the threshold of a disaster despite a very good
harvest. Indeed, the almost 77 million tonnes of
foodgrains lying in the Food Corporation of
India (FCI) godowns, and the huge output post-
harvest season, especially in States like Punjab,
Haryana, Western Uttar Pradesh (UP) and
Maharashtra, are bound to lead to another cri-
sis, especially when the monsoon season sets in. 

With the BJP-led Central Government
refusing to release the overflowing foodgrain for
the jobless and homeless migrant workers, or the
poor, even while rejecting the proposals of sev-
eral top economists like Amartya Sen, Raghuram
Rajan and Abhijit Banerjee, the rural economy
will yet again find itself in a Catch-22 situation.
Already, the crisis of the past has not been
resolved: For instance sugarcane farmers in
Western UP have largely not been paid the min-
imum support price while their payment from
the mills is still pending. A similar situation
might erupt in Maharashtra with onion farm-
ers among others.

The migrant workers, who have gone back
to their hometowns and villages, are not return-
ing anytime soon despite the booster announced
by the Union Finance Minister, Ms Nirmala
Sitharaman. Sources say that the financial
“bonanza” announced by the Centre might just
prove to be yet another “jumla” while largely ben-
efitting certain industrialists close to the Delhi
regime. The real estate and construction indus-
try has not recovered and even the cream of the
industry, Information Technology has faced
retrenchment of employees. 

Almost 10,000 workers of a successful and
cheap brand of biscuits like Parle G had to be
sacked just because there was no purchasing
power in small towns and rural India to buy these
glucose biscuits. Hundreds of employees have
been sacked in media organisations in recent
times with not even a whimper of protest. 

With coal mines and airports being priva-
tised, among other public sector units (PSUs),
a collapsing economy, faced with a gigantic
unemployment problem among the organised
and unorganised workers, including among the
educated and white-collar professionals, the
country can slip into a major crisis yet again.
Almost 40 million workers are slated to lose their
jobs. Indeed, post-demonetisation and Goods
and Services Tax (GST), the small and medium-

scale industry had virtually shut down,
affecting tens of thousands of daily
wagers and small and medium entre-
preneurs. 

Even flourishing industrial zones
like Surat in Gujarat had risen in
revolt before the last Lok Sabha elec-
tions. It took major maneuvering and
persuasion by Home Minister Amit
Shah to get the pro-BJP traders to the
polling booths. Indeed, sociologists had
earlier predicted that the mass protests
against the National Register of Citizens
(NRC) and Citizenship Amendment
Act (CAA) all over the country were
also triggered by mass joblessness and
a state of perpetual anxiety about a sta-
ble future.

Besides, after the shocking and hor-
rifying images of the poor and starv-
ing migrant workers, men, women and
children, have hit social media, and the
Western media, the international image
of the country has taken a big beating.
This kind of a national trauma on such
a massive scale and as a daily and relent-
less public spectacle for almost two
months has not been seen in any part
of the world during the pandemic, not
even in the sub-continent, in Africa or
the Middle-East. Surely, India is on a
sticky wicket not only in terms of its
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or
growth rate and per capita income. Its
moral and ethical core has been dis-
rupted and proved crudely transparent
in front of the whole world. 

It is in this pessimistic context that
the one-day hunger strike by the lead-
ers of 10 Central Trade Unions on May
22 against the new labour laws rattled
the Central Government, which is still
to find its economic scaffolding. 

The demands of the unions includ-
ed restoration of labour laws that have

been changed or their implementation
put on hold in about 10 States consist-
ing of both BJP and non-BJP ruled
ones. In a joint petition to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, the union
leaders sought immediate relief to
stranded workers and arrangements for
safe return to their homes. They also
demanded immediate halt to indiscrim-
inate privatisation of PSUs. Even as the
trade unions approached the
International Labour Organisation
(ILO), the Government refused to
engage in a dialogue with the leaders
and they were detained for violating the
restrictions of the lockdown. However,
the trade unions have said that this
protest was just the beginning and their
struggle would continue. 

Amid all this chaos, experts have
declared that the latest Government
booster for the small and medium
enterprises is just not enough. It should
be noted that the majority of the
working class in India do not even fall
under the organised or formal sector.
They constitute almost 93 per cent of
the workforce, have no trade union
cover or other rights such as work guar-
antee, fixed-wage hours or wages,
maternity leave, provident fund, pen-
sion and so on. They are just “free
labour” out to be exploited by all con-
cerned. Half of them are women,
Dalits, extremely backward castes,
landless labourers and the poorest of
the poor. Understandably, the labour
laws have been declared draconian by
the unions, whereby the lockdown has
been used to bulldoze them. 

Some of them are outrageous, like
increasing the work hours per day from
eight to 12 hours, something the labour
movement had gained after the famous
May uprising in the Hay Market in

Chicago in the 1830s, celebrated all over
the world as May Day.  The suspension
of a large number of labour laws for
three years by UP and the Madhya
Pradesh Government’s decision to
allow companies to “hire and fire”
workers coincided with Gujarat,
Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan,
Punjab, Bihar, Odisha and Maharashtra
increasing the daily working hours.
Significantly, the BJP trade union,
BMS, did not join the protest while the
Congress trade union, INTUC did,
though the Congress State
Governments, too, are tagging along on
the new labour laws.

Among the “draconian measures”,
the Yogi Adityanath Government in UP
has made 38 laws meaningless for
almost three years, including the
Industrial Disputes Act, Trade Union
Act, Equal Remuneration Act,
Maternity Benefit Act, Act on
Occupational Safety and Health,
Interstate Migrant Labour Act and the
Contract Labour Act. 

The BJP-ruled Madhya Pradesh
Government has ushered in serious
changes in the Factories Act, Contract
Act and Industrial Dispute Act. Hire
and fire seems to be the new pandem-
ic doctrine, with most workers’ rights
being taken away, including regarding
wages, safety and compensation, and
contractors and industry running with-
out any regulations. May 22 marked the
beginning of a new chapter in the work-
ing class’ struggle in India, even as the
tragic narrative of mass migration of the
unorganised workers continues relent-
lessly. Will it mark a paradigm shift in
the current scenario? Only time will tell.
But for now the workers are not giving
up. 

(The writer is a senior journalist)
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Apandemic like COVID-19
can be a threat to the nation-
al security of a country

which is not prepared to tackle such
a disaster. The impact of the pan-
demic can be even more severe if
such a virus is not natural but bio-
logically altered by a country for its
personal gains. The pandemic
caused by COVID-19 is a result of
the increasing conspicuous con-
sumption in society. The ever-

increasing need in almost every
field of human consumption has
given birth to a situation where the
definition of a new-normal never
stops.  

The greed of individuals is
reflected in the proliferation of
new products to be marketed with
great conviction that inadvertently
control the behavioural pattern of
the majority of the consumers of the
globe. One principal reason for this
are the global commodity chains
that have fostered greater move-
ment of goods and people across
continents. The impact of the con-
tagion on the world economy is
huge because the global North
often seeks to subsidise its com-
modity consumption by outsourc-
ing it to countries with weak labour
laws and economies of scale with
low manufacturing costs. Hence,
China’s crisis became the world’s

crisis even before the disease hit
Europe and America. The present
pandemic has proved that every
human effort is defeated when it is
a question of how to balance
between natural and artificial eco-
systems, given the increasing fluc-
tuations in the climatic disorder. 

One of the possible answers can
be reducing the ever-increasing
need, consumerism and production
and the establishment of sustainable
infrastructure where humans and
nature can complement each other.
For the last four decades the whole
world was on the path of globalisa-
tion, where every country under-
stood the needs of the other and a
symbiotic trade system was estab-
lished. This resulted in alleviation
of poverty, betterment of healthcare
facilities and better lifestyles glob-
ally, to a certain degree. However,
these developmental indices have

been realised at the expense of nat-
ural resources. The increasing
demand for foodgrain invited abun-
dant use of pesticides that finally
permeated into the human body,
causing fatal diseases. 

Similarly, the demands for secu-
rity and defence-related products
have further harmed nature,
impacting the air, water and soil.
However, the massive production
lines in China have not only impact-
ed the global community but the
country itself has faced the negative
impact of global greed and con-
sumerism. A World Bank and
Scottish Environment Protection
Agency report says that around
7,60,000 people die prematurely
each year in China because of air
and water pollution.

This increasing imbalance in
nature has been reflected in such
catastrophes and the possibility of

their recurrence cannot be denied
if the global community does not
wake up.  No one can deny the fact
that the COVID-19 virus originat-
ed from Wuhan province of China
and the Wuhan Institute of Virology
does research on most dangerous
pathogens. There is a huge wet mar-
ket for animals and seafood locat-
ed in Wuhan. The bush meat,
which may be termed as a cultural
preference, may be detrimental for
humans and is often a source of
such pandemics.

No one can also deny that
China hid the initial outbreak and
failed to warn the world communi-
ty of the severity of the virus,
despite the fact that it knew how
contagious it was and Wuhan is
well-connected with the capitals of
many countries around the globe. 

As a result, the pandemic has
affected 53,32,323 people and there

have been 3,40,590 casualties till
now, globally. However big this
count may be, the economic and
emotional implications of the out-
break are unfathomable. There is a
global lockdown amid chaos and
fear and there is a threat to the cur-
rent world order. At times like this,
the question of national security
becomes very important.  

Thankfully, all the casualties
that the world has been witnessing
have not permeated the defence
community in a major way so far.
But, what if the defence communi-
ty is targetted by an enemy coun-
try? Or if the virus falls into the
hands of terrorists? The 9/11 attack
on US soil 20 years ago redefined
the security infrastructure of the
global community and so far, more
or less every country’s security
design has been impacted by terror-
ism. 

The spread of the Coronavirus
has raised a big question on glob-
al security and now every nation has
to redefine its security. The search
for biological weapons by the US in
Iraq in 2002 and further conse-
quences were based upon the pro-
gramme of Iraq’s weapons of mass
destruction from 1962 to 1991,
aimed at attacking Iran, the Kurds
and other purposes. There has
been biological espionage between
the West and the Soviet Union and
so on. 

In this manner, as confronted
by the outcomes of the Coronavirus
on most of the world networks,
there is a need to again restore an
elective power which might resem-
ble the NAM, reboot the United
Nations Organisation and reclassi-
fy worldwide security.

(The writer is Assistant
Professor, JNU)
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Karachi: A preliminary report
on the Pakistan International
Airlines (PIA) plane crash, in
which 97 people were killed,
has raised serious questions
about the pilot’s handling of the
aircraft and what prevented the
crew in the cockpit from
informing the air traffic con-
trollers about the troubles.

Pakistani investigators are
trying to find out if the crash
of the national flag carrier’s
flight PK-8303 is attributable to
a pilot error or a technical
glitch, with new leads raising
fresh questions over the cir-
cumstances of the incident,
Geo News reported. PTI

Honolulu: Joe Biden won the
Democratic Party of Hawaii’s
party-run presidential prima-
ry on Saturday, which was
delayed by more than a month
because of the coronavirus.

Biden defeated Vermont
Sen. Bernie Sanders 63 per cent
to 37 per cent. 

Biden won 16 of Hawaii’s
delegates and Sanders will take
eight. Biden has a total of
1,566 delegates to the party’s
national convention, according
to the count by the Associated
Press. He needs 1,991 delegates
to win the nomination, a
threshold he is projected to
reach in June.

A total of 35,044 voters cast
ballots in the party-run pri-
mary. All ballots were 
cast by mail. 

The party had initially
planned to hold the primary on
April 4 and had expected most
party members would vote by
mail and some would cast bal-
lots at about 20 in-person polling
sites around the state. AP
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Muslims around the world
on Sunday began cele-

brating Eid al-Fitr, a normally
festive holiday marking the end
of the fasting month of
Ramadan, with millions under
strict stay-at-home orders and
many fearing renewed coron-
avirus outbreaks.

The three-day holiday is
usually a time of travel, family
get-togethers and lavish daytime
feasts after weeks of dawn-to-
dusk fasting. But this year many
of the world’s 1.8 billion
Muslims will have to pray at
home and make due with video
calls. Some countries, including
Turkey, Iraq and Jordan, have
imposed round-the-clock hol-
iday curfews. But even where
many restrictions have been
lifted, celebrations will be sub-
dued because of fears of the pan-
demic and its economic fallout. 

Saudi Arabia, home to the
holy cities of Mecca and
Medina, is under a complete
lockdown, with residents only
permitted to leave their homes
to purchase food and medicine.

In Jerusalem, Israeli police
said they broke up an “illegal
demonstration” and arrested
two people outside the Al-
Aqsa mosque, which Muslim
authorities have closed for
prayers since mid-March and
will not reopen until after the
holiday. Worshippers who tried
to enter the compound scuffled
with the police.

Al-Aqsa is the third holiest
site in Islam and would ordi-
narily welcome tens of thou-
sands of worshippers during
the Eid. The hilltop compound
is also the holiest site for Jews,
who know it as the Temple
Mount. The site has long been
a flashpoint in the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict.

Iran, which is battling the

deadliest outbreak in the Middle
East, allowed communal prayers
at some mosques but cancelled
the annual mass Eid prayers in
Tehran led by Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. Iran
has reported over 130,000 cases
and more than 7,000 deaths.

The virus causes mild to
moderate flu-like symptoms in
most patients, who recover
within two to three weeks. But
it is highly contagious and can
cause severe illness or death,
particularly in older patients or
those with underlying health
conditions.

Indonesia, the world’s
largest Muslim-majority nation,
has reported nearly 22,000
infections and 1,350 fatalities,
the most in Southeast Asia.
Lockdown orders intended to
contain the pandemic mean
there will be no congregation-
al prayers at mosques or even
open fields, no family reunions,
no relatives bearing gifts for
children.

“This outbreak is not just
dampening spirits of Eid, but
also has made the tradition
entirely different,” said Andieka
Rabbani, a university student in
Jakarta. This year, like many
Indonesians, he will only see
family and friends through

video calls.
In neighboring Muslim-

majority Malaysia, businesses
have mostly reopened after
weeks of lockdown. But mass
gatherings are still banned and
people are not allowed to trav-
el back to their hometowns for
the holiday. Police have turned
away more than 5,000 cars and
have warned of strict penalties
for those who try to sneak
home. Malaysians are only
allowed to visit relatives who live
nearby, and only on Sunday,
with gatherings limited to 20
people. Mosques have reopened
but are limited to small con-
gregations of up to 30. Malaysia
has reported 7,185 infections
and 115 deaths. 

Rohaizam Zainuddin said
he felt blessed he could celebrate
Eid with his elderly parents liv-
ing nearby, but his sister in
another state could not return
home.

“We are frustrated that cel-
ebration this year is not the
same,” he said. “But there is no
point getting angry. We just have
to accept it, life goes on.”

He and his family members
are still wearing new clothes and
preparing traditional dishes.
Plates of cookies are set out for
any visitors, alongside a ther-

mometer and hand sanitizer. 
In Pakistan, Eid is being cel-

ebrated in the shadow of the
coronavirus and in the wake of
a passenger plane crash 
near Karachi on Friday that
killed 97 people. 

For the first time, Pakistan
is celebrating Eid countrywide
on the same day, ending an
annual controversy between
rival committees over the moon
sighting that signals the start of
the holiday. 

Pakistan has taken mea-
sures to control the spread of the
coronavirus since mid-March,
but Prime Minister Imran Khan
refused to close mosques dur-
ing Ramadan despite pleas from
doctors and a rising number of
infections. Pakistan has report-
ed more than 52,000 cases and
more than 1,100 deaths. 

More than 1,000 worship-
pers gathered and prayed shoul-
der-to-shoulder in an open field
in Karachi on Sunday, with
only a few of them wearing
masks.

In neighboring
Afghanistan, the government
and Taliban insurgents
announced a three-day cease-
fire in honor of the holiday.

Some 2,000 Muslims gath-
ered for Eid al-Fitr prayers
Sunday at a sports complex in
the Paris suburb of Levallois-
Perret, carefully spaced apart
and wearing masks, according
to France-Info radio. Traditional
embraces were not allowed.

France is allowing religious
services to resume for the first
time since March, but France’s
leading Muslim organization,
CFCM, advised mosques to
stay closed Sunday. The CFCM
said the government decree
didn’t give mosques enough
time to procure masks and
hand gel to ensure that gather-
ings don’t turn into super-
spreading events.
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China on Sunday accused
the US of pushing the bilat-

eral ties to the brink of a “new
Cold War” by spreading “lies”
about the coronavirus and said
it was open to international
efforts to identify the source of
the virus that has killed over
3,00,000 people globally. 

Foreign Minister Wang Yi
also said the lawsuits filed
against China in the US
demanding compensation for
Covid-19 is an attempt to
blackmail a victim with fabri-
cated evidence. 

Under constant attack from
US President Donald Trump
and Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo over the origin of the
coronavirus and failure to pro-
vide timely information, Wang
launched a broadside against
Washington in his annual Press

conference. He accused
American politicians of spread-
ing “political virus” to smear

China. 
“It is the most regrettable

that while the coronavirus is

still out there, a ‘political virus’
is also spreading in the US and
jumping at any opportunity to
attack and slander China,” he
said in a video media confer-
ence on the sidelines of China’s
annual session of the National
People’s Conference (NPC).

“Some political forces in
the US are taking China-US
relations hostage and pushing
our two countries to the brink
of a new Cold War,” Wang said.

Some politicians ignored
the basic facts and made up
countless lies and conspiracy
theories concerning China. 

“The longer the list, the
more it says about how low the
rumour-mongers are willing to
go and the more stains they will
leave in history,” Wang, who is
also the State Councillor, said.  

He was scathingly critical
of especially the lawsuits
against China. A lawsuit was

filed by Missouri Attorney
General Eric Schmitt against
the Chinese government, the
ruling Communist Party of
China (CPC), and other
Chinese officials and institu-
tions in the US District Court
for the Eastern District of
Missouri.

It alleges that during the
critical weeks of the initial
coronavirus outbreak, the
Chinese authorities deceived
the public, suppressed crucial
information, arrested whistle-
blowers, destroyed critical
medical research and permit-
ted millions of people to be
exposed to the virus, causing a
global pandemic that was
unnecessary and preventable. 

Observers say the Missouri
lawsuit could pose a problem to
China given the US courts’
claim of universal jurisdiction.

Asked whether Beijing is

concerned that China’s overseas
assets could be seized, Wang
said “some people are clam-
ouring for so-called account-
ability and compensation from
a victim of Covid-19. 

“They are fabricating so-
called evidence for frivolous
lawsuits. These people are
tramping on international rule
of law and betraying human
conscience,” he said. 

“If anybody thought they
could use some ludicrous law-
suits to undermine China’s
sovereignty and dignity to
deprive the Chinese people
their hard-won gains they will
be daydreaming and bring dis-
grace to themselves,” he said.

He also struck a reconcil-
iatory note saying that both the
US and China should work
together.

The Covid-19 pandemic is
the common enemy of China

and the US and it is the shared
wish of the people of the two
nations to support and help
each other.

China and the US should
share the experience of the epi-
demic fight and learn from
each other to boost their
respective responses, 
Wang said.

He said China is open to
joint efforts by the international
science community to identify
the source of the virus, which
originated from the central
Chinese city of Wuhan in
December. He said the process
must be professional, impartial
and constructive.

By being “professional,” it
means that the process should
be based on science, led by the
World Health Organisation
(WHO) and conducted on a
global scale by scientists and
medical experts.
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The Taliban announced a
three-day ceasefire during

the Eid al-Fitr holiday starting
Sunday in a surprise move fol-
lowing months of bloody fight-
ing with Afghan forces 
after the group signed a land-
mark agreement with the
United States.

President Ashraf Ghani
swiftly welcomed the insur-
gents’ offer and ordered his
forces to also comply, while the
US envoy to Afghanistan hailed
the deal as a “momentous
opportunity.”

Taliban spokesman
Zabihullah Mujahid said in a
statement posted on social
media that the group’s “lead-
ership instructs all the
mujahideen of the Islamic
Emirate to take special mea-
sures for security of the coun-
trymen, and conduct no offen-
sive operation against the
enemy anywhere.” 
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The Chinese virology insti-
tute in the city where

Covid-19 first emerged has
three live strains of bat coron-
avirus on-site, but none match
the new contagion wreaking
chaos across the world, its
director has said.

Scientists think Covid-19
— which first emerged in
Wuhan and has killed some
3,40,000 people worldwide —
originated in bats and could
have been transmitted to peo-
ple via another mammal.

But the director of the
Wuhan Institute of Virology
told state broadcaster CGTN
that claims made by US
President Donald Trump and
others that the virus could
have leaked from the facility
were “pure fabrication”.

In the interview filmed on
May 13 but broadcast on
Saturday night, Wang Yanyi
said the centre has “isolated
and obtained some coron-
aviruses from bats.”

“Now we have three strains
of live viruses... But their high-
est similarity to SARS-CoV-2
only reaches 79.8 percent,” 
she said, referring to the coro-
navirus strain that causes
Covid-19.

One of their research

teams, led by Professor Shi
Zhengli, has been researching
bat coronaviruses since 2004
and focused on the “source
tracing of SARS”, the strain
behind another virus outbreak
nearly two decades ago.

“We know that the whole
genome of SARS-CoV-2 is only
80 percent similar to that of
SARS. It’s an obvious differ-
ence,” she said.

“So, in Professor Shi’s past
research, they didn’t pay atten-
tion to such viruses which are
less similar to the SARS virus.”

Conspiracy rumours that
the biosafety lab was involved
in the outbreak swirled online
for months before Trump and
US Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo brought the the-
ory into the mainstream by
claiming that there is evidence
the pathogen came from the
institute.

The lab has said it received
samples of the then-unknown
virus on December 30, deter-
mined the viral genome
sequence on January 2 and sub-
mitted information on the
pathogen to the WHO on
January 11.

Wang said in the interview
that before it received samples
in December, their team had
never “encountered, researched
or kept the virus.”
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President Donald Trump has
a new pitch to voters for this

fall: Trust me.
As the economy faces a

once-in-a-century recession,
with more than 38 million peo-
ple out of work, Trump is
increasingly talking up a future
recovery that probably won’t
materialize until after the
November election. He’s asking
voters to look past the pain being
felt across the nation and give
him another four-year term on
the promise of an economic
comeback in 2021.

“It’s a transition to great-
ness,” Trump says over and
over, predicting a burgeoning
economy come the fall. “You’re
going to see some great numbers
in the fourth quarter, and you’re
going to end up doing a great
year next year.”

His chief economic adviser,
Larry Kudlow, echoes the wait-
until-next-year sentiment, hold-
ing out hope for a “big bang
2021.” It’s a delayed-reward tac-
tic Trump was using long before
the global pandemic gut-
punched the country. He has
turned to it with new urgency as
the coronavirus has robbed him

of the booming economy that
was to be the core of his reelec-
tion message. 

Trump had already pledged
to finally release a Republican
health care plan after the polls
closed — despite having served
more than three years in office
— along with a postelection tax
cut and a “Phase 2” trade deal
with China. Now, Trump is
making the case to voters that if
he helped bolster the economy
once, he can do it again.

“We built the greatest
economy in the world,” Trump
says frequently. “I’ll do it a sec-
ond time.”

Jerusalem: Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu arrived at
a Jerusalem court for the start of
his long-delayed corruption trial,
rejecting the “ludicrous” charges
against him and declaring he was
facing the hearing “with my
head held high.”

The veteran premier, who
has just forged a unity govern-
ment after over a year of polit-
ical turmoil, now faces the
next challenge — being the
country’s first premier to face
criminal charges while in office.

Flanked by ministers and
bodyguards, PM Netanyahu
addressed reporters before
entering the Jerusalem District
Court where he was to face
charges of bribery, fraud and
breach of trust. AFP
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The first astronauts launched
by SpaceX are breaking

new ground for style with hip
spacesuits, gull-wing Teslas
and a sleek rocketship — all of
it white with black trim.

The color coordinating is
thanks to Elon Musk, the dri-
ving force behind both SpaceX
and Tesla, and a big fan of flash

and science fiction.
NASA astronauts Doug

Hurley and Bob Behnken like
the fresh new look. 

They’ll catch a ride to the
launch pad in a Tesla Model X
electric car.

“It is really neat, and I think
the biggest testament to that is
my 10-year-old son telling me
how cool I am now,” Hurley
told The Associated Press. 

“SpaceX has gone all out”
on the capsule’s appearance, he
said. “And they’ve worked
equally as hard to make the
innards and the displays and
everything else in the vehicle
work to perfection.”

The true test comes
Wednesday when Hurley and
Behnken climb aboard a
SpaceX Dragon capsule atop a
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket and,

equipment and weather per-
mitting, shoot into space. It will
be the first astronaut launch
from NASA’s Kennedy Space
Center since the last shuttle
flight in 2011. 

It will also mark the first
attempt by a private company
to send astronauts into orbit.
Only Governments — Russia,
the US and China — have 
done that.
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Hong Kong police fired tear
gas and a water cannon at

protesters in a popular shop-
ping district Sunday, as thou-
sands took to the streets to
march against China’s move to
impose national security legis-
lation on the city.

Pro-democracy support-
ers have sharply criticized a
proposal, set to be approved by
China’s rubber-stamp parlia-
ment this week, that would ban
secessionist and subversive
activity, as well as foreign inter-
ference, in the semi-
autonomous Chinese territory.

The pro-democracy camp
says the proposal goes against the
“one country, two systems”
framework that promises Hong
Kong freedoms not found in
mainland China. Crowds of
demonstrators dressed in black
gathered in the Causeway Bay

district on Sunday, chanting slo-
gans such as “Stand with Hong
Kong,” “Liberate Hong Kong”
and “Revolution of our times.”

The protest was a continu-
ation of a monthslong pro-
democracy movement in Hong
Kong that began last year and has
at times descended into violence
between police and protesters.
Police raised blue flags, warning
protesters to disperse, before
firing multiple rounds of tear gas.
They later fired a water cannon
at the demonstrators.

At least 180 people were
arrested, mostly on charges of
unlawful assembly, police said.

They also said that some of
the protesters threw bricks and
splashed unidentified liquid at
officers, injuring at least four
members of the police media
liaison team. They warned that
such behavior is against the law
and that police would pursue
the matter.

London: Age, male sex, and
underlying illnesses like diabetes
have emerged as risk factors for
death due to novel coronavirus
infection, according to a large
cohort study which can help
health professionals learn more
about how the Covid-19 illness
progresses. According to the
study, published in the BMJ, the
risk of death increases in people
above the age of 50, as does
being being male, obese, or
having underlying heart, lung,
liver and kidney disease.

In this largest prospective
observational study reported to
date, the scientists, including
those from the University of
Liverpool in the UK, noted the
characteristics of patients hos-
pitalised in the UK with Covid-
19, and their outcomes.

At the time of publishing the
study, the scientists said the
study had recruited over 43,000
patients. While earlier studies
had reported the risk factors
associated with severe Covid-19
based on reports from China,
the researchers said an under-
standing of features of patients
in other parts of the world are
lacking.

To address this knowledge
gap, the scientists said they
analysed data from 20,133
patients with COVID-19 admit-
ted to 208 acute care hospitals in
England, Wales, and Scotland
between 6 February and 19
April 2020. PTI
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Chittaranjan: As per notification of Govt.  of West
Bengal  in the year 1971, No. 871-P dtd 06-02-1971
and of the Public Order dtd.06.02 .1971under  the
provisions of sections 2 (31), (2) 32,3, 144,146, and
further to Railway Act  , Chittaranjan  township  had
been declared as Protected  places  and for entry and
exit into the township  prior permission of the con-
cerned Security Officer will be required .This pro-
cedure are being followed since then. More over,  in
view of the current serious situation of  COVID-19
pandemic , CLW administration is following strict-
ly the recent guidelines of Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Govt.of India and of Govt. of West
Bengal  by proper  vigil  and  by deploying securi-
ty personnel at various gates of this township to stop
un authorise entry .  Our efforts  has lead to posi-
tive results and because of these strict measures,
CLW township has so far, till the current Lockdown
4.0, not reported a single Corona positive case.
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The country’s retail trade
lost business worth �9 lakh

crore in the last 60 days, main-
ly due to the nationwide lock-
down to contain coronavirus
pandemic, trader’s body CAIT
said on Sunday.

Confederation of All
India Traders said domestic
trade is facing its worst period
as shops and commercial mar-
kets across the country since
last Monday could register
only about 5 per cent of busi-
ness, and only 8 per cent of
workforce could resume their

duties in shops after migration
of about 80 per cent employees
to their native places.

CAIT Secretary General
Praveen Khandelwal said dur-
ing the span of 60 days of
national lockdown, domestic
trade has lost a business to the
tune of about �9 lakh cr, caus-
ing a revenue loss of about �1.5
lakh cr to both the central and
State Govts on account of GST.

The traders are facing acute
financial crunch, and in
absence of any policy support
from the Government, they are
worried about future of their
business, he said.
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Telecom players have urged
regulator Trai to move for-

ward quickly on the issue of fix-
ing floor price for tariffs, say-
ing the matter is imperative to
ensure that the sector is sus-
tainable and in a position to
bear the deferred spectrum
and AGR dues.

Notwithstanding the nudge
from the industry, a latest report
by ICICI Securities has said that
any huge tariff hike is unlikely
for at least a quarter or two.
“Tariff hike is unlikely before
recommendation on floor price,
as any suo moto tariff hike may
work against telecom operators

for policy intervention. We do
not see any huge tariff hike for
at least a quarter or two,” ICICI
Securities said in a report on
Sunday.

Meanwhile, the Cellular
Operators’ Association of India
(COAI) — whose members
include Bharti Airtel, Vodafone
Idea and Reliance Jio —  has writ-
ten to the Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (Trai) seeking
an open house discussion on the
issue “at the earliest”. 

“Given the financial pres-
sure on the sector and the fact
that ARPU (Average Revenue
Per User) and tariffs of the
Indian telecom sector are the
lowest in the world, floor pric-

ing is imperative to ensure that
the sector is sustainable, and is
in a position to bear the deferred
spectrum and AGR (Adjusted
Gross Revenue) dues, while
continuing to invest in world
class networks and services,”
COAI said in its letter to Trai
Chairman R S Sharma.

The association said the
industry looks forward to an
early decision by the authori-
ty on having floor tariffs for
data services.  

“While, we acknowledge
that the recent situation on
account of COVID-19 might
have caused some constraints,
however the Authority has start-
ed conducting the OHD (open

house discussion) through
online process on various other
topics. Accordingly, we request
the Authority to kindly hold an
OHD on this issue at the earli-
est,” COAI said.

The industry is looking
forward to an early conclusion
on this important matter with
great interest, COAI said, urg-
ing Trai for an early decision on
the same.

Notably, the regulator had
earlier this month, resumed its
customary open house discus-
sion (OHD) on pending mat-
ters through video-conference
but Trai sources had made it
clear that the issue of floor price
of tariffs is unlikely to be taken

up via online mode for now, till
the ongoing situation arising
from COVID-19 pandemic
stabilises.Given the coronavirus
pandemic and the difficulties
faced by people, Trai may wait
for the situation to stabilise
before it proceeds to the OHD
stage on floor price issue, a
source had said. 

Recently, Bharti Airtel
CEO, India and South Asia,
Gopal Vittal in an earnings call
drew attention to the pending
floor price issue, saying while
the telecom industry has seen
some bit of repair, tariffs con-
tinue to be “unsustainably low”.
He exhorted the sector regula-
tor to address the floor price

issue “sooner than later”. 
“We believe that an ARPU

of �154 is inadequate to turn a
reasonable return on capital as
a company and remain hopeful
that ARPUs will get to � 200 in
the short term and 
eventually to �300 which is
where it should be for a business
like ours.  

“Of course, even at this level
of ARPU we believe we will be
very well placed to serve all the
lower-end customers who may
have the capacity to pay �100 or
less,” Vittal had said. Airtel said
the full impact of the tariff hike
undertaken in December 2019
came through in its entirety with
no downtrading.
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Asurvey by the
Confederation of Indian

Industry (CII) has shown that
around 71 per cent people in
the country would prefer
domestic travel in the coming
months, while only 1.4 per cent
people wanted to travel abroad.

However, the report
showed that 27.6 per cent
respondents in the survey
would like to travel both in
India and abroad.

Around 33.3 per cent
respondents said that they
would like to travel within one
month of the lockdown restric-
tions being lifted. Another 30.5
per cent said that they would

travel within 3 months.
As per the survey which

was conducted in north India,
around 29 per cent people
would like to travel within six
months of the curbs being
eased and just 7.1 per cent
would venture out more than
1 year after the lockdown.

Further, business travel
and outing with family are the
two biggest reasons for travel.
The two reasons account for
over two-thirds of responses.

Star-rated hotels are the
most preferred place of stay for
respondents, as 45.2 per cent
preferring them. Around 21
per cent have shown preference
for staying in resorts.Use of
protective gear comes across as

the most important precaution
that tourists would like to take
during travel with Aarogya
Setu app being the preferred
choice of around one-fifth of
respondents.Stressing on the
impact of the lockdown on the
tourism sector and the need for
government support, Nikhil
Sawhney, Chairman, CII
Northern Region, said: “Given
the nature of the tourism sec-
tor, it is first to be impacted and
last to recover. 

The sector generates mass
employment, even in remote
areas, and it is critical that the
Govt looks at the package to
cover the tourism and hospi-
tality sector under various poli-
cies announced”.
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As you stream your favourite
movies or TV series on

Netflix, Disney Plus or Hulu, or
connect with your team via
video meet app Zoom, leading
Cloud service provider
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
in the backdrop is ensuring
seamless, scalable and secure
connectivity to help people at
home and organisations func-
tion while they can’t operate
normally at work.

According to AWS CEO
Andy Jassy, a lot of things that
are allowing humanity to deal
with the global health crisis run
on top of AWS which is
Amazon’s Cloud arm and
topped $10 billion in quarter-
ly revenue for the first time in
the January-March period.

“We’re just trying to help
our customers in various areas.
If you look at Netflix, it runs
completely on top of AWS. So
does Disney Plus. Hulu runs on
AWS. Prime Video runs on
AWS. All those entertainment
pieces have kind of made time

go by,” Jassy said during a fire-
side chat at AWS Online
Summit recently.

“Fortnite runs on top of
AWS, and so does Sony
PlayStation. A lot of other
popular games too,” he
infomed.The popular Battle
Royale game Fortnite has
gained 350 million registered
players, who in April collec-
tively spent over 3.2 billion
hours in the game.According to
Jassy, AWS has its own video-
conferencing service in Chime.

“But a lot of people use
Zoom, and the vast majority of
Zoom’s cloud infrastructure
runs on AWS and will for the
foreseeable future,” he said.

Amazon Chime Voice
Connector is a service that
enables enterprises to migrate
their telephony workloads to
AWS.

If you have kids at home,
you also realise they’re all
doing e-learning at the
moment. “If you just look at
companies like Blackboard and
Instructure’s Canvas, which
run on top of AWS. 
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There is a need to convert
development into mass

movement, and India should
aspire to become second or
third largest economy in the
world by 2047, Niti Aayog
Vice Chairman Rajiv Kumar
said on Sunday.   

Addressing a webinar
organised by Bharatiya
Shikshan Mandal, Kumar
pointed out that private sector
investment is necessary for the
economic growth of India.

“Today we need to convert
development into Jan Andolan
(mass movement)... India
should aspire to become sec-
ond or third largest economy
by 2047,” Niti Aayog Vice
Chairman said. Presently,
India is the fifth largest econ-
omy in the world. K u m a r
also said if India generates
enough employment oppor-
tunities then economic growth
will happen.

He pointed out that
COVID-19 pandemic has
shown weaknesses of Indian
society.

“80 per cent of our work-
ers are below the radar, we don’t
have data about them.
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Jute is the important cash crop in eastern
India, particularly in West Bengal, Odisha,

Bihar, Assam and about 5 million people are
directly or indirectly depends on jute crop for
their livelihood. 

Amidst COVID-19 crisis, jute was suc-
cessfully grown in about 7.5 million ha in this
season of 2020 pre-kharifsuccessfully. Even in
some states 10-15% more crop area was
reported by field functionaries. But the recent
‘very severe cyclone’ “Amphan” with wind
speeds of 155 kmph and 200 to 230 mm rain-
fall have devastated the jute crop in some parts
of North 24-Parganas, Hooghly, Nadia,
Murshidabad, East Midnapur and Howrah dis-
tricts of West Bengal which are main jute grow-
ing belt of West Bengal. The cyclone severely
affected the standing jute crop by lodging,spe-
cially that attains a height of 0.5 to 1.5 mt.
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As businesses and enter-
prises face a severe crisis

amid the coronavirus pan-
demic, industry body CII has
cautioned that although tough
times may prompt companies
to collaborate with their com-
petitors, they must take deci-
sions and operate as per the
anti-trust law and the
Competition Act of 2002.

In its competition law com-
pliance manual for corporates
in the wake of novel coron-
avirus, CII noted that the
Competition Commission of
India (CCI) would keep a close
watch for any potential com-
petition law infringement dur-
ing this period.

“The current COVID-19
crisis has created unprece-
dented challenges in India and
across the world. This impact
of COVID-19 on the func-
tioning of the economy may
prompt companies to collabo-
rate with their competitors to
tackle the uncertainty and
hardship faced. However, com-
panies must note that antitrust
laws continue to apply and all
business decisions undertaken
by companies must not fall foul

of the provisions of
Competition Act, 2002,” said
the industry manual.

It said that companies must
carefully evaluate their business
operations during the COVID-
19 period, especially if their
business operations might
require close collaboration with
competitors.

“The concrete antitrust
risks surrounding any such
collaboration remain difficult
to assess. Given the absence of
any guidance from the CCI,
companies should tread with
caution and consult their
antitrust lawyers as and when
required or while exploring any
collaboration,” the CII manu-
al said.

It said that companies
should reach out to their exter-
nal counsel to assess these
risks and must avoid informa-
tion exchanges through trade
associations or any other plat-
forms.

It said that while entering
into any form of collaboration,
companies should take care
that the collaborative efforts
must be limited to products or
services directly affected by the
pandemic or the exigency mea-
sures.
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Wholesale prices of toma-
to, onion and other key

seasonal vegetables have
declined sharply by up to 60
per cent across the country,
mainly due to higher produc-
tion, compression of demand
and market disruption amid
COVID-19 crisis.

However, the retail prices
of most vegetables remain firm.
According to data maintained
by AGMARKNET under the
Union Agriculture Ministry,
the wholesale tomato prices
were ruling below �5 per kg in
some states on May 24, while
that of onion to � 6 per kg in
the key producing state of
Maharashtra. However, potato
prices were stable at 12-13 per
kg. 

Tomato, onion and potato
are three key largely consum-
ing vegetables in the country.
The falling price trend was also
seen in other vegetables such as
ladies finger, capsicum, bitter
gourd, bottle gourd, chillies and
coriander leaves, among others.

“It is a matter of concern
that farmers are forced to sell
at such low prices,”

Government think-tank Niti
Aayog member Ramesh Chand
told PTI.

He said the fall in rates is
due to an increase in arrival due
to better crop production
besides mandi disruption in the
wake of COVID-19 pandemic.

Chand, however, ruled out
the impact of lack of demand
from bulk users like hotels
and restaurants.

Since mandis come under
the purview of states, the Niti
Aayog member 

said they should step up
efforts to ensure smooth func-
tioning of wholesale markets. If
they are not able to operate due
to social distancing and
COVID-19 reasons, other
arrangements should be made
to ensure farmers do not suf-
fer.

“Mandis are not working as
usual. Maybe traders are not
coming to markets. For
instance Azadpur mandi in
Delhi was closed for a few days
due to COVID-19 reasons.
There is impact on prices due
to such disruptions,” he said.

Chand said he had sug-
gested states in the beginning
of COVID-19 crisis to suspend

mandis for six months which
not many states have done yet.
Farmers should have been
allowed to sell directly.

Stating that demand for
vegetables has compressed in
this crisis period, agri-econo-
mist Ashok Gulati said the
demand from bulk users like
hotels and restaurants is miss-
ing. Even households are not
buying in huge quantities
because of fear of infection.

“After reports of traders in
some mandis had got infected
with the virus, there is fear
among household consumers
about the quality of vegetables.
They find cleaning it everytime
is a big hassle and therefore
shifting to pulses, whose prices
have shot up sharply due to rise
in demand,” he explained.

Gulati said it is sad to see
the government’s TOP scheme
under Operation Green has not
been of much help to farmers
in this situation. The
Government has spent only �3
crore out of� 500 crore since its
launch two years ago under the
plan, whose objective is to
help tomato, onion and pota-
to (TOP) farmers in times of
surplus output.
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As the ongoing lockdown
has severely impacted

infrastructure activities across
the country, liquidity starved
engineering and construction
industry is seeking immediate
release of long pending dues
from the central and State
Government agencies.

According to industry
players, release of these dues,
most of which are stuck in arbi-
tration and run into thou-
sands of crores of rupees,
would bring in immediate liq-
uidity in the current COVID
crisis scenario, rather than the
�20 lakh crore economic stim-
ulus package announced
recently.

Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman recently
announced a stimulus package
of �20 lakh crore, or 10 per cent
of the GDP, in five tranches to
give a boost to the economy
which will be in the negative
territory for the current fiscal.

“Funding of construction
projects will be instrumental in
helping revive the economy as
infrastructure investment has
the highest GDP multiplier
factor, almost 2.0x, and our
industry is among the largest
employment generators

impacting seven crore house-
holds. Risk aversion by finan-
cial institutions to infrastruc-
ture was prevalent pre-COVID,
and has now worsened,” HCC
Director and Group CEO
Arjun Dhawan told PTI.

He further said that con-
tract enforcement and timely
dispute resolution is the
bedrock of free enterprise and
while we all hope for swifter
conciliation or court proceed-
ings, an immediate solution is
the unqualified payment of
arbitration dues without
repeated challenge in courts or
the onerous requirement of
bank guarantees.

“This immediate liquidity
will repay lenders, unlock sup-
ply chains, protect thousands of
MSMEs including migrant
labour while restarting the
profit cycle that will trigger our
economic revival,” he added.
National Highways Authority
of India (NHAI) alone has at
least 180 cases in arbitration
involving a sum of about �
80,000 crore.

The agency has been hold-
ing dialogues (with contractors
and industry players) to find
resolution to disputes through
reconciliation.

Meanwhile, the Reserve
Bank of India has also slashed

the repo rate by 40 basis points
in eighth straight cut and also
allowed lenders to extend an
ongoing moratorium on loan
repayment, which was due to
end on May 31, by another
three months till August 31, a
move intended at easing liq-
uidity pressure.

“These initiatives will boost
liquidity subsequently as the
clients or customers can avail
credit, but eventually it would
be spent on project execution.
The policy announced relax-
ation in time limits for infra
projects, but is silent on who
would bear the cost implica-
tions of lockdown. Once lock-
down ends, we expect more
clarity and that would put to
rest this debate,” Tata Projects
Chief Strategy Officer
Himanshu Chaturvedi said.  

Echoing similar views,
global professional services
firm Alvarez & Marsal
Managing Director
Venkataraman Renganathan
opined that the stimulus pack-
age is a step in the right direc-
tion and is intended to infuse
liquidity into the system, how-
ever, it is a credit line.

“In a way, the stimulus
package will get in the liquid-
ity for projects which have
been stranded for money.
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India’s gold imports contract-
ed for the fifth consecutive

month in a row, falling by
about 100 per cent to USD 2.83
million in April due to the
lockdowns imposed globally on
account of coronavrius out-
break.

The import of the yellow
metal stood at USD 3.97 billion
in April 2019, according to the
commerce ministry’s data.

The decline in gold
imports has helped in narrow-
ing the country’s trade deficit
to USD 6.8 billion during the
last month as against USD
15.33 billion a year ago.

Gold imports have been
recording negative growth
since December last year.

India is the largest
importer of gold, which main-
ly caters to the demand of jew-
ellery industry.In volume terms,
the country imports 800-900
tonnes of gold annually. Gems
and jewellery exports declined
98.74 per cent to USD 36 mil-
lion in April.
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Minister of State for Finance
Anurag Thakur has

exhorted India Inc to take
advantage of the recent
Government initiatives and
step up investments to make
the country ‘’Atmanirbhar
Bharat’’. In these difficult times,
local industries should become
the flag-bearers in showcasing
that India is an attractive
investment destination, he told
PTI in an interview. 

As part of �20.97 lakh crore
Atmanirbhar Bharat package,
Thakur said Govt has
announced a slew of long-
pending structural reforms con-
cerning industry, especially
land, labour and laws, in a bid
to improve investment climate
and ease of doing business. 

Besides, the Minister said
other bold reforms announced,
including easing of limits on for-
eign direct investment in
defence manufacturing, privati-
sation of six more airports, and

allowing private sector in com-
mercial coal mining, provide
newer avenues for investment. 

To take care of liquidity
needs, various schemes have
been unveiled to provide cash
to industries to kickstart their
business, he said. 

“I personally believe that
we need more investment from
local industries, Indian indus-
tries to showcase to others
that India is an attractive des-
tination. We need both invest-
ment from the domestic indus-
tries, and also from other coun-
tries,” he said. 

Talking about new avenues
for investment, the Minister
said, “Agriculture, agro exports,
manufacturing of defence
equipment within the country
and making it a hub for
exports. Also, the area of space
where you (private players)
can get more investment and
mining of coal and other min-
eral sectors could be looked at.
So, there could be many sec-
tors.” 
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The thought of bringing the child
into the world is filled with

phases of happiness, fear and anx-
iety. It is difficult to imagine what
new parents are going through in
the post-COVID world. 

It has affected the plans of new
parents and expectant couples.
Parenthood is a blessing and it is a
priceless feeling when you wel-
come your baby for the first time
into this world. Nothing can ever
come close to this emotion.

But during this these times of
crisis, when there is a threat percep-
tion related to the new born, the
realities of parenthood have
changed and this makes it impor-
tant to ensure that positivity engulfs
the new parents even more today.

The ad world too is taking
note. Recently, Pampers India
released a film
#WelcomeToTheWorld for the new-
born babies with reference to the
current context. At a time when a
new mother is experiencing emo-
tional upheaval, it captures her
strength and positive outlook for her
baby and portrays the true essence
of the new world that will unfold for
her newborn with each step and
each milestone.

Dr Archana Dhawan Bajaj,
Gynecologists and Obstetrician and
IVF Expert, Nurture IVF Centre
says that the expectant couples
need to understand that everyone
who’s in the hospital or is going
through a checkup is not COVID
positive. And even if you contract
an infection, there are chances that
it would be a mild infection and not
something related to Corona.”

This is a lot of threat perception
related to the newborns.
Dhanvarsha Dadhich from Jodhpur
is expecting her second child. She
says: “I am just so scared of carry-
ing this baby. Not just delivery but
taking care of the child has become
a scary task. I fear stepping out of
my room as my area is a Corona

hotspot." 
Dr Archana says that this is a

new disease and there are very few
studies related to it. So it would be
difficult for anyone to comment on
what would be the chances of a new
born. “We just need to keep in mind
the three portals of infection for the
baby. First is the mother herself. So
she needs to ensure that she main-
tains distance, use masks and take
necessary relevant precautions. The
other point of contact is the hospi-
tal where you deliver. Anybody
who’s about to deliver should choose
their hospital very wisely. You
should only deliver in a hospital
which COVID tests all its pregnant
women. Any good maternity will
test the mother before taking her
into the labour room. Try and
avoid multi-speciality hospital
where people from all kinds of ail-
ments are likely to come. The gen-
eral public has a higher chance of
getting infected as compared to a
pregnant woman because she is
home bound and takes better care.
The third place where the baby can
get infected is when you are visit-

ing a paediatrician. So ensure that
you go only when it's really neces-
sary. Consult through video confer-
ences and for things like immuniza-
tion, go only when your paediatrics
tell you that it is urgent.” Though are
various drawbacks of video confer-
encing as there is never a replace-
ment for seeing a doctor. Doctors
cannot judge many diseases unless
they physically see the patient. But
then, any good doctor will tell you
to come to them if they are not get-
ting adequate information through
video conferencing.

It is also very important to
understand that this fear of Corona
will only make you feel anxious. “It
is going to stay for at least two years.
Women, their families and extend-
ed families need to get out of this
phobia. Pregnant women are enter-
ing hospitals like Eskimos. They are
covered from head to toe. This heat
will smother them. So this fear has
to go,” says Dr Archana.

Pointing towards the silver lin-
ing, she says that a lot of male part-
ners will get the chance to look after
their wives and babies which they

wouldn’t have been able to do oth-
erwise. That's a plus. “Also, having
a baby around this time gives you
the opportunity to interact with
him/her as you are homebound. If
you are not stepping out and main-
taining your quarantine, then your
baby is not going to contract infec-
tions. In this scenario, other diseases
that are specific to summer and
would have occurred otherwise
will also not happen,” says she.  

The new parents should follow
all the necessary precautions — stay
indoors, avoid meeting people or
seeing vendors, don't get domestic
helps who come daily, prefer the
ones who stays within the house, eat
well to increase your vitality, drink
a lot water, keep exercising so that
your lung capacity remains high,
breathe fresh air, walk on your ter-
race or balcony. These are some of
the little things one needs to take
care of.

“Other than that being a new
parent you have to condition your-
self being positive irrespective of the
environment around,” says Dr
Archana.

Undoubtedly, all of us have been
going through a lot of stress these
days. People tend to feel miserable

because there are a host of uncertainties
this pandemic holds. Someone might have
lost a job or fears that they would, some
are struggling to put together money to
pay bills, a few of them are worried about
their health and safety or that of their
loved ones. The continuous onslaught of
worry, fear and insecurity is certainly
increasing mental health issues day by day.
But how much more can you stop the
world from moving? The economic dam-
age from staying home could be worse
than the impact of the disease, believe
many global leaders. Yes, we are talking
about learning to live with the virus.

Now, since the Centre has announced
the opening of offices and industrial units
amid lockdown 4.0, the major question
here is — how can people psychological-
ly and behaviourally rewire themselves
while rejoining office? Experts share that
it is very important that the guidelines are
adopted in the community as a behaviour-
al change.

The risk of returning to normal, as we
knew it, is in no way possible. However,
MBBS, MD, Psychiatrist, Dr Anuneet
Sabharwal says, “The risk cannot be cal-
culated. It is hard to get back into the rou-
tine of things when you first return to
work but you can start by planning the day
in advance and making a list of things that
needs to done. Strategising your work and
focussing on doing one task at a time
might help you to feel in control. Once you
start doing it, your natural work rhythm
will fall back into place. And you can start
to feel productive again.”

According to the recent data, a signif-
icant and sustained increase in symptoms
of anxiety and depression have been
reported. People with pre-existing health
conditions and aged adults have all
reported higher rates of anxiety and fear,
shares Ariba Abbasi, Senior Counseling
Psychologist, Msc, BA. The pandemic has
brought huge changes in our lifestyle.
Niharika Mehta, Psychologist at
Hiranandani Hopsital Vashi, a Fortis
Network, tells us that new habits have to
be adopted and conscious precautions
have to be taken. Just as a new normal of
different trends (such as diets, workout
routines, fashion) are accepted, a new nor-
mal of work culture should be accepted
as well. Being aware and accepting of
change is the very first step towards adjust-
ing to it, she feels.

Every other expert believe that psy-
chologically people need to accept this as
a new reality and take precautions on how
to safe guard themselves. Ekta Soni,
Chief Clinical Psychologist, suggests that
we should focus on the things that are in
our control — hand washing, using
mask, sanitising and social distancing. “If
we were to live constantly with insecuri-
ty and give fuel to our negative thoughts,
then we would paralyse ourselves and not
do anything. Eventually, things will snow-
ball into a big mountain. Over a period
of time, we will all develop our own safe-
ty measures and these would become

habitual. The fear has led to the rise of cat-
astrophising (view or present a situation
as considerably worse than it actually is)
and hypochondriacal (obsession with
the idea of having a serious but undiag-
nosed medical condition) traits,” she
says.

As per official derivatives, provi-
sions for thermal scanning and sanitisa-
tion are being done. But what precautions
can be taken individually? Dr Anuneet
shares some of these simple measures that
can be taken in order to prevent contract-
ing the virus: Understand the signs and
symptoms: The symptoms can include
cough, fever, cold or shortness of breath.
Most people may only experience mild
symptoms but some can become very sick
with additional health issues. If you
think you may have been exposed to a
person with COVID-19 and have symp-
toms, then get in touch with the emer-
gency room immediately and inform
them about your travel history as well. The
best way to protect yourself is to practise
good hygiene. Wash your hands regular-
ly with soap and water for at least 20 sec-
onds. If soap and water are not readily
available, use an alcohol based hand sani-
tiser. Avoid touching your mouth, eyes
and nose with unwashed hands. Maintain
social distancing when you step out of

home. Clean and disinfect frequently
touched objects and places. It is highly rec-
ommended that people wear masks when-
ever stepping out of their homes, especial-
ly in situations where maintaining social
distancing is difficult. You can use a tissue
or a toothpick while touching the lift but-
tons. Make sure there is enough distance
between you and your colleagues’s seat. At
lunchtime, eat at a distance from others.

The threat of disease can lead us to
become harsher judges of the people
within our social group. The social attitude
of people have become more conservative.
This may reflect much deeper psycholog-

ical shifts. So what can be done? Dr Ekta
feels that it is true that people may become
more conservative but the mindset has to
change from avoiding people to taking the
above mentioned precautions ourselves.
“People must realise that the fight is
against the virus and not with each other.
It is possible to win only if we all work
together. It is important that people take
responsibility for educating people in
their social circles or extended families.
Make sure to circulate right and verified
information only,” explains Dr Ariba.

These times are difficult for every sin-
gle individual. Everyone is taking time to

process the change and take care of their
well-being. Compassion, empathy, and sup-
port will make it easier, believes Dr
Niharika. She says, “If someone is taking
time off from social media to disconnect
or not responding to calls and messages,
instead of dealing with it negatively, try to
understand that the person needs time to
focus on self. It has nothing to do with your
relationship. This strengthens the bond and
creates a sense of social security and sup-
port. It’s extremely important, especially in
the current situation,” says she.

Certainly, the pandemic will still be
there but life has to go on...
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A four-star general begrudgingly teams up with an

eccentric scientist to get the US military’s newest agency
— Space Force — ready for lift-off. Created by Steve Carell
and Greg Daniels, season 1 releases on May 29 on Netflix. 
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In the twilight of the 1950s, on one fateful night in

New Mexico, a young switch board operator Fay and
charismatic radio DJ Everett discover a strange audio
frequency that could change their small town and the
future forever. Directed by Andrew Patterson, the film
releases on May 29 on Amazon Prime Video.
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A terrible misunderstanding with a local gang sends

17-year-old Ulises, leader of a group hooked on cumbia
music, across the border to save his life. Starring Juan
Daniel García, Angelina Chen and Jonathan Espinoza,
the film releases on May 27 on Netflix. 
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With the increased pace

of today’s lifestyle, the
importance of rest,
relaxation and invest-

ing time on stress relief has never
been more paramount. To those
with an extremely hectic schedule,
the idea of taking time out for rest
and relaxation may be considered
an indulgent luxury.

Rest and relaxation is the ces-
sation of work, exertion, or activ-
ity which could result into peace,
ease, relief from disturbance, men-
tal & emotional tranquillity and
healing. Rest is necessary to restore
vigour to the body because most
diseases are caused by or made
worse by stress. They are as funda-
mental to your health as exercise
and proper nutrition. If you are like
many people, though, you don’t get
enough. Over time, your body is
paying for it.

It can be hard to maintain a
healthy lifestyle in the hustle and
bustle world that we live in. If you
are in school, commuting to work
and/or taking care of your family,
time can seem to evaporate. Taking
good care of your body and mind
can make a difference in how
healthy you are in general and how
well you cope with change. The
negative aspects of not enough rest
and too little sleep can create
many problems. Some of these
problems may include making it
more difficult to concentrate, impa-
tience with others, difficulties in
relationships and less productivi-
ty at work.

Some of the minor illnesses

around can be cured by just rest-
ing. We can remember when grow-
ing up, someone we knew would
never take paracetamol when tired,
has headache or pain, she preferred
to just sleep, but most people  we
know now will just take the easy
way out - paracetamol.

The ways to rest are easy and
common knowledge, but often
we overwork and do not take time
or enough time to rest and we end
up taking medication (paracetamol
or sleeping tablets). Sometimes we
get time off work or help with tak-
ing care of our children, but instead
of resting, we start cleaning or gar-
dening. 

Lack of rest could result in
common cold, headache, stress etc.
Therefore, to get out time to rest,
we should make out time to rest
and relax, ask for help from friends
and family to take care of the kids,
cancel unimportant appointments,
share housework/chores and
responsibilities with others

There are lots of benefits
derived from getting sufficient
rest and relaxation. It was
researched that if you get less
than eight hours of sleep a night,
your alertness, productivity, creativ-
ity, and general health may all be
affected. It is crucial to get in excess
of eight hours sleep a night because
between the seventh and eighth
hour is when we get almost an hour
of REM (rapid eye movement)
sleep, which is the time when the
mind repairs itself and grows new
connections. The benefits of rest
and relaxation are that it

restores/refreshes us when tired,
rest repairs the body - The activi-
ties of the body slow down when
we sleep, and therefore body build-
ing cells carry on their recupera-
tive work. When we sleep, nature
builds up and repairs the waste of
our organism.  Sleep is a nature's
sweet restorer which invigorates the
tired body, and prepares it for the
next day and rest gives more ener-
gy, relaxation give better sleep, rest
enhances immunity, rest helps
increase concentration, rest gives
better problem-solving abilities,
rest and relaxation gives greater
efficiency, rest and relaxation
ensures smoother emotions less
anger, crying, anxiety, frustration,

rest results in less headaches and
pain and relaxation and sleep gives
the heart a rest by slowing the heart
rate, rest reduces blood pressure,
rest and sleep slows the rate of
breathing, which reduces the need
for oxygen, rest increases blood
flow to the muscles and rest
decreases muscle tension

There are lots of benefits we
derive from resting and relaxing,
but if you are unable to rest, relax
and sleep, then see your doctor.
However, there are simple and
good sleep hygiene you could fol-
low.  Establishing fixed times for
going to bed and waking up,  try-
ing to relax before going to bed,
maintaining a comfortable sleep-

ing environment, avoiding napping
during the day, avoiding caffeine,
nicotine and alcohol within six
hours of going to bed, avoiding
exercise within four hours of bed-
time, avoiding eating a heavy meal
late at night, avoiding watching or
checking the clock throughout
the night and only use the bed-
room for sleep.

Rest and relaxation restores
and revitalize our body. During rest
or sleep there is growth and repair
of the tissues of the body, and ener-
gy is conserved and stored. Rest
gives a good start, and helps us be
focused and effective at what we do.

Stress in small doses can some-
times be good to motivate and pro-

voke us into action. In most cases,
however stress has a negative effect
on our health. Taking a little time
to relax and reduce stress levels will
improve your body’s immunity,
improve blood flow to muscles,
reduce tension and reduce the
strain on your heart.

The importance of rest in
helping your body heal cannot be
ignored. Taking a little time out to
rejuvenate the body and the mind
can help to re-ingnite your passion
for many different aspects of your
life. Because rest helps to re-ener-
gise the body and the mind, you are
less likely to experience ‘burn-out’
if you have made rest and relax-
ation a part of your lifestyle.

When you are busy, the ques-
tion begs as to where you might
find time to acknowledge the
importance of rest time and how
you will make an allocated time
specifically for relaxation.
Remember that relaxation comes
with different time frames and in
different forms for everybody. It’s
up to you to to decide what makes
you feel well rested and relaxed. 

It might be yoga and medita-
tion or it might something simple
like walking, running, reading,
listening to music. Just spending
five minutes having a cup of green
tea can help with stress relief.
When life is busy, it may be easy to
let your rest and relaxation time get
pushed to the side, but taking just
a little time out for yourself each
day will make you more efficient
and effective for all of life’s other
priorities. 
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Timo Werner bagged a hat-trick as
RB Leipzig routed Mainz 5-0 behind

closed doors on Sunday to climb to
third in the German league table as the
striker moved to within three goals of
the Bundesliga’s top-scorer Robert
Lewandowski.

It was the 24-year-old’s third
Bundesliga hat-trick having also netted
three times when Leipzig romped to an
8-0 home win against Mainz last
November.

Werner’s treble leaves him
on 24 goals, while Bayern Munich
striker Lewandowski claimed his
27th Bundesliga goal this season
in the league leader’s 5-2 win over
Eintracht Frankfurt on Saturday.

Leipzig’s victory was the tenth win
for the visiting team in 17 matches since
the Bundesliga restarted last weekend.

Werner opened the scoring in
Mainz after 11 minutes when he con-
verted a low cross.

Yussuf Poulsen then
marked his 250th
appearance for
Leipzig by heading
home a Marcel
Sabitzer cross on
23 minutes.

The pair
reversed roles
for the third
w h e n
Poulsen laid
a pass off to

Sabitzer
w h o
showed great fin-
ishing to make it
3-0 at the break.

W e r n e r
grabbed his sec-

ond goal three min-
utes into the second-
half  when Kevin
Kampl played him
into the area.

The visitors

were attacking at will when Kampl had
a goal ruled out for offside soon after.

With 15 minutes left, Poulsen’s
floated free-kick was met by Werner
who volleyed past Mainz goalkeeper
Florian Mueller to wrap up his hat-
trick.

The win leaves Leipzig third and
seven points behind leaders Bayern.

Augsburg also enjoyed an away
win with a 3-0 romp at

Schalke.

SCHALKE LOSE AGAIN
Heiko Herrlich

enjoyed a perfect first
Bundesliga game on

the touchline as
Augsburg coach,

a week after he
missed the loss
to Wolfsburg

because he broke
quarantine rules to

buy toothpaste.
David Wagner’s

Schalke continued their
slide down the table,
falling to eighth following
another poor defensive
display.

Eduard Loewen, Noah
Sarenren Bazee and Sergio
Cordova scored as
Augsburg moved seven
points clear of the relega-

tion play-off place.
“I’m totally happy,” said Herrlich,

whose team host the league’s bottom side
Paderborn on Wednesday.

“We’ll be celebrating quietly, because
we don’t have much time.

“But we have managed to turn

things around,” he added after Augsburg
ended a run of four straight defeats.

Augsburg host Paderborn on
Wednesday, the same day Schalke visit
strugglers Fortuna Duesseldorf, who
occupy the relegation play-off spot in
16th.
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ICC cricket committee
chairman Anil Kumble
says the recommenda-

tion to ban saliva for
shining the ball is only
an interim measure and
“things will go back to
normal” once the
Covid-19 pandemic

is brought under
control.

The Kumble-
led panel recom-

mended a ban on
saliva to minimise
the risk of infection.

On Friday, the ICC,
in its guidelines for

resumption of the game, also suggest-
ed a bar on the practice.

“...This is only an interim measure
and as long as we have hopefully con-
trol over Covid-19 in a few months or
a year’s time then I think things will go
back to as normal as it can be,” Kumble
told Star Sports show Cricket Connected.

“If things get back to normal with-
in three-four months and we are able
to stage matches like we used to do in
February and March, then these rules
won’t apply.

“As long as the medical advisory
doesn’t change, the rule will stay,” he
added. The legendary former spinner,
however, acknowledged the bowler’s
dependence on saliva.

“Of course we all know saliva has
been a part and parcel of cricket for so
many years. “As bowlers, we used to
apply saliva on ball, sometimes for grip
also, we applied saliva. But with this dis-
ease, it can also be asymptomatic, that
is why we deiced to ban it,” he

explained.
There have also been discussions

on whether the ICC would allow usage
of external substances like wax to
shine the ball. Kumble said there were
discussions on usage of external sub-
stances but .

“Using wax is not allowed, we have
never used external substances. We can
use sweat.  Everyone is talking about
(how) it will affect the pacers, grass
should be left. Why not leave it dry and
play two spinners?” he quipped.

“...If you look back at the history of
the game, I mean we have been very
critical and we have been very focused
on eliminating any external substances
coming into the game,” Kumble added
addressing the speculation.

He cited the 2018 ball-tampering
scandal, which led to bans on
Australian cricketers Steve Smith,
David Warner and Cameron Bancroft.

“Whether you are literally legalis-
ing, if you are looking to do that now
which obviously has had a great impact
over the last couple of years,” he said.

“ICC took a decision but then
cricket Australia took, even a more
tougher stance on what happened dur-
ing that series between South Africa
and Australia, so we did consider
that,” he said. 
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���)��� India’s limited-overs
vice captain Rohit Sharma
says he has fully recovered
from the calf injury that
forced him to leave the tour
of New Zealand midway ear-
lier this year but the fitness
test has been continuously
delayed because of the Covid-
19 lockdown.

“Before the lockdown
happened, I was almost ready
to play. That whole week was
going to be my fitness test but
that’s when the lockdown
happened and I had to push
back everything now,” Rohit
told LaLiga’s Facebook Live
session on Saturday night.

“Once everything opens
up, I have to first go to the
centre (NCA) and give my fit-
ness test and once I pass the
fitness test, I will be allowed
to go and resume my duties
with the team.”

The Indian limited overs
deputy said he is missing
hanging out with his team-
mates and is looking for-
ward to training with them
when things get back to nor-
mal.

“Yes, I miss my team-
mates, hanging around with
them and having a banter
with them. Although as
friends we are trying to stay
in touch through the video
calls to see what’s one been up
to, things like that and we
manage that pretty well,” he
said.

“When you are playing
together, almost from 365
days, we are together for 300
days, we are playing, travelling
together, so it’s like a family.
So the first thing I want to do
is to catch up with all these
guys and try hit some balls as
soon as I can.”

Mumbai is one of the
worst affected by the conta-
gious disease and Rohit said
it might take more time for
him to resume training.

“I am assuming that
those (other) places might
open up lot earlier than
Mumbai, the city where I stay
and which is the most infect-
ed. I feel the other guys will
send me videos of catching up
with each other a lot earlier
than I do,” he said. PTI
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Former Australia
captain Mark Taylor

does not foresee the
T20 World Cup sched-
uled in October-
November going ahead
and wants the ICC to
take a decision during
its Board meeting this
week.

Taylor also feels
that if IPL takes place
during the window the
T20 World Cup was to
be held, the Australian
players are likely to be
cleared by their Board
to take part in
the cash-rich
league in India.

The ICC
Board meets
on May 28 to
discuss a host
of issues,
including a revamped
schedule and the fate of
the men’s T20 World
Cup in Australia.

“My feeling is the
World T20 won’t go
ahead in Australia in
October as planned. Is
it going to be viable to
have a world tourna-
ment in October or
November? The
answer to that is prob-
ably No,” Taylor, also a
former Cricket
Australia director, was
quoted as saying by

Nine Network.
“It would proba-

bly be good (if a deci-
sion is made this
week). Because then
everyone can start
planning and we can
stop sitting here and
saying ‘well ifs, buts or
maybes’.”

Taylor also said the
CA wants to keep
BCCI happy so the
Australia players are
likely to be cleared for
the IPL if it happens in
October.

Pat Cummins, who
was bought for a record

amount of
�15.50 crore in
last year’s IPL
auction, is
among the
Australians keen
to take part in
this year’s com-

petition.
“The Cricket

Australia board will
want to keep India
happy. So they may
want to let the players
go to India if the IPL
goes ahead,” Taylor
said.

“Because they want
India to come here this
summer and play,
which will be our
biggest summer in
terms of dollars. That’s
the sort of discussion
going on. No doubt.”
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Kim Clijsters is looking for-
ward to returning to the US

Open even though the coron-
avirus pandemic means that
since her second comeback
from retirement she has spent
more time with her family.

“I’m still motivated,” the
four-time Grand Slam winner
told a Belgium newspaper on
Sunday.

“I hope we can still play this
season. But even if we don’t, I
intend to keep going,” the
Belgian tennis star, who turns 37
in June, told Het Laatse Nieuws.

Clijsters had spells at num-
ber one before and after her first
retirement, from 2007-2009.

She had her daughter in 2008.
She won the US Open before
that break and the Australian
Open and two more US titles
when she came back. She retired

for a second time after the US
Open in 2012. She has since had
two sons.

“I always felt I was ful-
filled,” Clijsters said in an earli-
er interview with the Tennis Hall
of Fame. “After I had our third
baby, Blake, I started travelling
to tournaments. I did commen-
tary.

“But I still felt more like a
player. A little itch started.”

Returning to the tour poses
a challenge for a mother of three.

“I’m away a little bit, which
turned out to be not so much in
the last few months,” she said.

She began her second come-
back in February in Dubai,
where she lost to Garbine
Muguruza in the first round. She

then lost to Johanna Konta in
her opening match in
Monterrey, the last tournament
before the women’s tour shut
down at the start of March.

She was in the United States
when the tournament in Indian
Wells, where she planned to play
singles and partner Venus
Williams in the doubles, was
cancelled. 

Clijsters told HLN that the
break had allowed her to rest her
body and allow injuries in her
knees to improve.

“If the US Open can hap-
pen, I want to be ready,” she said
in the Hall of Fame interview. “I
would also be happy if I had to
play on court 18. I don’t have to
be out on Arthur Ashe.”

����
�� The authorities must not
postpone the T20 World Cup in
haste since the showpiece event is
the best product to highlight crick-
et once activities resume, Pakistan
head coach and chief selector,
Misbah-ul-Haq has said.

Misbah said though logistics is
a huge challenge due to the prevail-
ing circumstances, the authorities
must deliberate enough before
arriving at a decision.

“The logistics of hosting 16
teams is not easy but the authori-
ties should give it time and wait for
a month or more before taking any
decision,” Misbah said in an inter-
view to Youtube channel. 

“Everyone wants to see the T20
World Cup. It would be the best
product to highlight cricket once
activities resume,” he said. 

Misbah also said that their

upcoming tour to England will not
be easy for either the players, coach-
es or anyone as circumstances are
not ideal for cricket.

Pakistan & England Boards
have discussed a tour by the Green

Shirts from July to play three Tests
and three T20 matches.

“The idea is to first have one to
one training then increase the
number of players to groups. We
need to get together and train to be
prepared for a comeback to crick-
et. “It is not going to be easy also get-
ting used to new rules like not
applying saliva sweat to shine the
ball. I am hoping a three-week camp
in Pakistan and then more practice
in quarantine in England should get
the players prepared.”

The Pakistan coach had no
doubt the players will face difficul-
ties adjusting to the new laws and
bio-security environment. “We will
be taking a group of 25 to 27 play-
ers to England because we can’t ask
for replacements and we all have to
be together from start to end so that
no one catches the virus.” PTI
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Carlo Ancelotti said that
French great Zinedine

Zidane gave him the chance to
move beyond the 4-4-2 forma-
tion. Ancelotti managed Zidane
when he led Juventus from 1999
to 2001.

“With Zidane, I tried to
change my idea about the sys-
tem. Zidane is the first player
who gave me the possibility to
change the system and play in a
different way,” Ancelotti, who
currently manages Everton in
the Premier League, told former
Liverpool defender Jamie
Carragher on Sky Sports.

“So when I had Zidane, in
the first year at Juventus, I
played with a system of 3-4-1-

2, having (Alessandro) Del Piero
and (Filippo) Inzaghi up front
and Zidane a little bit behind.
The second year, I played with
a back four but keeping two
strikers in front and one No 10
like Zidane.

“Zidane changed my idea
about football, I was so focused
before Juventus on 4-4-2 and
after with Zidane, I changed, I
wanted to put him in the best
position for him to let him be
more comfortable on the pitch,”
he added. 

Ancelotti would later go on
to work with Zidane when he
coached Real Madrid and the
latter was his assistant manager.
Zidane took over from Ancelotti
and led Real to three consecu-
tive Champions League titles.

����� French Open director
Guy Forget indicated that the
clay court Grand Slam may be
pushed to the end of September
and can spill over into early
October.

“The official announce-
ment has not been made yet. It
(the French Open) will proba-
bly be between the end of
September and the beginning
of October,” Forget told French
radio Europe 1.

“We’ve been working close-
ly with the ATP, the WTA and
the ITF to make a global
announcement on what the cir-
cuit will be like until the end of
the year,” he said. IANS
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SALIVA BAN ONLY AN INTERIM MEASURE
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Former India pacer Irfan Pathan
reckons that the ban on using sali-

va for shining the ball is a significant
blow to bowlers and authorities
should ensure preparation of bowl-
ing-friendly Test wickets to prevent
complete domination of the game by
the batsmen.

“You will to have make sure that
pitches are more suitable to the
bowlers than batsmen to negate the

advantage (of not being able use sali-
va). If you are not able to shine the
ball  properly, you will not be able to
cut the air because of scientific rea-
sons.

“And if you are not able to swing
it, the batsman will have it easy
because nobody fears just pace, it is
the combination of pace and swing
that troubles them,” Pathan, one of
the best exponents of swing bowling
in Indian cricket said.

“It (ban) will affect bowlers a lot
in Test matches. It won’t be an issue
in white-ball cricket as the bowlers
anyway don’t shine the ball after the
first few overs, they want to make it
soft (to make strokeplay tougher for
the batsman).

“But in red-ball cricket, whether
you are a fast bowler or spinner, you
need to shine the ball. Spinner relies
on shine to drift the ball. That will
be a big advantage for batsman. The
game will become even more bats-
men friendly,” said the first Indian
pacer to take a Test hat-trick.
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England captain Joe Root feels the
ban on using saliva  might improve

the skills of the bowlers, who will have
to work harder to get something out
of the pitch.

“It could work in our favour and
up skill levels.”

“Not having the assistance that
you might normally have means your
accuracy has to improve,” he was quot-
ed as saying by metro.Co.Uk.

“Guys will have to find another

way to get something out of the sur-
face, whether that’s a bit more effort,
changing angles on the crease, using
the wobble seam they might not have
in their locker.

“It could develop our bowlers in
a four or five-week period.”
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Bihar school girl Jyoti
Kumari, who cycled 1200

km with her injured father
from New Delhi to Darbhanga,
will appear for Cycling
Federation of India trials once
the lockdown ends even though
finishing matriculation is her
primary aim.

“We will surely send for the
trials after the lockdown is lift-
ed. She was enrolled into class
nine yesterday (Saturday). At
the moment, we want her to
complete her matriculation,”
her father Mohan Paswan said
from Sirhulli near Darbhanga.

Rendered jobless and pen-
niless because of the extended
Covid-19 lockdown, the 15-
year-old was forced to ferry her

father who was unable to walk
properly after a surgery to his
left knee following an accident.

As the story went viral, the
CFI duly took note of Jyoti’s
incredible feat of cycling more
than 1200-kilometres spanning
over a week.

“Yes we received the call
from New Delhi (Cycling
Federation of India). We said
she needs rest now may be after
two-three months we will see,”
Paswan, who fractured his leg in
an accident while driving his
auto-rickshaw in January, said.

In her village Jyoti had ear-
lier regulary cycled 5 kms to
reach to her school.
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Dortmund is waiting on
the fitness of defensive
chief Mats Hummels for
Tuesday’s Bundesliga top-
of-the-table showdown
at home to leaders Bayern
Munich.
The 2014 World Cup
winner aggravated his
Achilles tendon in
Saturday’s 2-0 win at
Wolfsburg which kept
second-placed Dortmund
four points behind lead-
ers Bayern. Hummels
came off at half-time on
Saturday, but Dortmund
still hope he can lead the
hosts’ defence against his
former club Bayern.

“Mats has a problem
with his Achilles tendon
and we hope he can play
on Tuesday,” said

Dortmund sports director
Michael Zorc.

“He has had the
problem for a while.”

Hummels was treat-
ed at Dortmund’s training
ground on Sunday and if
he is not fit, Emre Can,
who replaced Hummels
in Wolfsburg, will
deputise against Bayern.

In the Munich squad,

there are question marks
over midfielder Thiago
Alcantara and defender
Jerome Boateng.

Alcantara sat out
Saturday’s 5-2 thrashing
of Eintracht Frankfurt in
Munich with a groin
strain,.

Boateng came off late
in the second-half with a
muscular knock. AFP


